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QL'!£NSL.<HJD 
SCIENTIA ET LABORE 
From its first conception-in the minds of men 
-to its present concrete form, the University of 
Queensland has eYolvcd with marvellous rapidity 
-thanks to those who ha've laboured untiringly 
~ llll zealously in its cause. 
The taking of a degree in our University is 
uo small matter, and it behoves the fortuna:t.i 
man to atti.re himself properly for Degree Day 
-so tha't he will look his best. 
Rothwell 's Ltd. ·made thefirst robe used in 
connection with the conferring of •a degree at 
the University, that of the Honourable W. Kid-
ston, also the robe of His Excellency Sir Wm. 
MacGregor, G.C.M.G., ·c.B., M.D., the first 
Chancellor. More recently they had the honour 
and pleasure of making the gown of the new 
Chancello.r to the University, His Honor Pope 
Alexander Cooper, K.C.M.G., Chief Justice of 
Queensland. 
! Ill Having been entrusted with such important 
'jJ commissions as these we have confidence in sug· 
gesting that you consult us when the time comes 
fo1.· you to get your robe. 
Come in any time you like and have a look 
round. 
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Simul et iucunda et idonea dicere vitw. · -
The 
How vain are theories as to the results and 
duration of the war has been demonstrated 
by what has taken place during the last 
year. A year ago many people were quite 
certain that three months would see the 
restoration of peace, and if anyone had 
twelve months ago predicted the state of 
affairs that exists to-day, a special com-
mittee would have been formed to inquire 
into the state of his intelligence. When the 
Press financially crippled and commercially 
ruined the Germans two or three times a 
week, it was only natural that we should 
be optimistic. But we can say that we are 
not less hopeful of ultimate success than we 
were twelve months ago, but we regard the 
position much more seriously, as is evi-
denced by the increase in the number of 
those who are doing their utmost to secure 
the return of peace by offering personal 
service in His Majesty's armies. We offer 
them our sincere appreciation of their ac-
tion, and all good fortune. 
DIGNIS DETUR HONOS. 
Student members of the University of 
Queensland at present serving with His 
Majesty's Forces. (The editor will be glad 
to receive any missing details or correc-
tions with regard to the following list). 
R. C. Aland, 2nd Lieut., 31st Infantry, 
Arts I. 
D. E. Baldwin, Sapper, 4th Field Coy., 
Engineers, Eng. III. 
F. G. P. Bar,bour, Pte. No. 1 Depot Bat-
talion, Arts I. 
Hor., A.P. 334. 
War. 
F. J. Biggs, Sergt., Officers' School, Eng. 
II. 
S. S. Bond, Lieut., 25th Infantry, Arts 
II. 
J. L. Briggs, B. A., Sergt., lst Depot Bat-
talion. 
P . H. Browne. B.E. 
P. G. Browne,' Sergt., Officers' School, Arts 
I. 
W. H. Bryan, B.Sc., Gunner Artillery. 
K. M. Brydon, B.E., Sergt. llth Rein-
forcements, 15th Battalion. 
R. J. Cassidy, volunteered in England 
(Rhodes Scholar, 1913). 
L. N. Collin, 2nd Lieut., 15th Infantry, 
Arts II. (Wounded-Missing). 
E. C. Cribb, Sapper, 4th Field Coy., En-
gineers, Eng. II. 
W. V. Diamond, Pay Corps, Military 
Board, Arts II. 
W. F. Donisch, Lieut., 25th Infantry. 
H. W. Dinning, B.A., Sergt., Mechanical 
Transport, A.S.C. 
W. M. Douglas. 
F. Fielding, Pte., 26th Infantry. 
L. H. Foote, Pte., Army Medfoal Corps, 
Science III. 
D. Fowles, Gunner, Artillery. 
J. D. Fryer, Pte., Army Medical Corps, 
Arts I. 
'T. Fr'ii.ncis, Lieut., 9th R'fts of 9th Batt. 
Eng. II. 
E. Francis, Sergt., Officers' School, 
Science I. 
A. B. Grimes, Pte., Army Medical Corps, 
Eng. II. 
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A. E. Harper, Q.M.S., 11th Rfts of 1fith 
Batt., Science II. 
F. G. Haymen, Lieut., 9th Battalion, 
Eng. III. (Killed in Action). 
C. C. Jameson, Pte., 2nd Depot Batta-
lion. 
A. H. Jones, B.A., Sergt., 26th Infantry. 
C. H. Jones, Pte., 26th Infantry, Arts I. 
E. W. Kennedy, Gunner, Artillery, Eng. 
III. 
N. A. Lloyd, B.E., Sergt., lst Division 
Engineers. 
R. H. Mellor, volunteered in England 
(Rhodes Scholar, 1912). 
L. F. Macdonnell, Pte., Army Medical 
Corps, Arts II. 
G. 0. Newton, Pte., 11th Rfts of 15th 
Batt, Eng. II. 
J. A. No'ble, Gunner Artillery, Science II. 
E. H. Partridge, Pte., 26th Infantry, 
Arts II. 
R. A. Percy, Pte., Army Medical Corps, 
Eng. II. 
W. J. Reinhold, B.E., Sergt. 11th Rfts of 
15th Battalion. 
J. A. Robinson, B.A., Lieut., 26th Infan-
try. 
H. E. B. Scriven, Gunner Artillery, Eng. 
III. 
F. T. Small, Q.M.S., lst Division, Engin-
eers, Eng. I. 
E. A. Thelander, Sgt., 26th Infantry, 
Eng. II. . 
C. C. Ward, Pte., 26th Infantry. 
G. H. Wilson, Science III. 
Members of University Sta:ff-
A. C. V. Melbourne, B.A., Capt. 9tb 
Infantry (twice wounded). 
R. J. Cholmley, B.A. 
Member of Senate-
Sir David Ha11die, M.D. 
Members of College Staffs-
A. W. Oakes, M.A., St. John's College 
(killed in action). 
E. P. Norman, B.E., St. John's College. 
G. N. Croker, St. John's College. 
W. E. Gray, B.Sc., Emmanuel College. 
Editorial. 
An institution such as a University is 
bound to be overrun with ideals, ideals of 
many kinds, ideals varying in both quality 
and in extensiveness. Some are narrow 
attainaJble ideals, some are broad, myster-
ious ideals, and dimly seen through the bar-
rier by which they are surrounded-a bar-
rier arising out of the limitations which are 
imposed on human effort. No doubt, every 
ideal is styled by its pursuers as laudable 
or even noble, yet there are few ideals that 
can escape censure from all quarters. Some 
are censured because they are too close to 
the real, and some because they are too far 
away from it. Some ideals are albstractions 
-admittedly albstractions, and even when 
fully realised can account for and secure 
the well-1ieing and efficient working of, as it 
were, one wheel of the watch of the uni-
verse. Other ideals claim to embrace the 
''all'' of the universe, the significance of a 
glorious and divine purpose, for which we 
are drawn out of infinite nothingness, into 
the puzzling state known as life. Such an 
ideal may be called knowledge of an ideal-
the aim to which the life of individual ant 
collective man is directed. 
The place and significance of man in this 
gigantic scheme is a subject of research, 
which has claimed the attention of great 
thinkers ever since the time when man ex-
isted as man. Poets and philosophers of 
every race and creed, both good, bad and 
indifferent, have swbmitted to us c~njec­
tues on this point. But the hopelessness of 
reaching a satisfactory conclusion is evi-
denced by the writings of many poets who 
have, when confronted with this perplexing 
question, cheerfully replled, ''Give it up,'' 
and have written accordingly; and it is to 
such failure on the part of these thinkers 
that we owe some of the most beautiful 
verse that has ever graced any language-
languorous, enchanting verse, embodying 
thoughts that are as poisonous as they are 
pleasurable. If we examine ''Omar Khay-
yam, '' the writings of Horace, and Catullus, 
and the thoughts expressed in the "Lotus 
Eaters,'' we will find therein formulated 
a system of philosophy, which is not un-
pleasant, which requires little or no ardu-
ous thought, and which for these very rea-
sons has attracted scores of admirers. Yet 
it is not an uncommon thing to find that the 
idle philosophisings of these cheerful shal-
low-minded birds looked upon as sayings of 
the profoundest wisdom ; and this is all the 
more surprising when we consider that the 
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bards in question would be t:he last to be-
lieve in the truth or moral value of their 
sayings. We have in our language several 
works that are ma,sterpieces in poetic artis-
try, but w.hich as far as the thoughts ex-
pressed in them are concerned, could be 
descrilbed as literary drugs. To believe 
that-
'Tis all a chequer board of Nights and Days 
Where Destiny with Men for Pieces plays, 
Hither and thither moves and mates and 
slays, 
And one by one back in the closet lays. 
And a thousand other thoughts in the 
same strain must be extremely comforting; 
but yet must have the same affect on the 
soul as the deadliest drug. If we compare 
such works as these .to the works of Ten-
nyson and Browning, we may imagine that 
the 'latter can supply the most acceptable 
phiiJ.os~phy for prosperity, the former foi: 
adversity. When a man has made gradual 
progress in material prosperity, has found 
the world a pleasant place to live in, and 
has reached a stage when the struggles of 
life are over, when he can look back upon 
the past with satisfaction, and the future 
with hope, then it is quite natural that he 
will readily accept, and even reverence the 
morally virile teachings of Tennyson and 
Browning. An optimistic outlook on the 
world and the progress of the human race 
comes easy to him, and we can imagine him 
in confidential chats with his sons, and 
grandsons with aill the heirs of his line, 
quoting with an air betokening the deepest 
insi,ght :- · 
---
'!'Self-reverence, self•knowledg:e, seltf-con-
trol, 
These three alone lead life to sovereign 
power." 
And discoursing on the dignity of effort, 
and the certainty of gradual progress from 
the human to the Divine. But it must be a 
different matter for a poor nnfortunate 
who has not found life's path spread with 
primroses, and Who, by a course of events, 
not altogether within his control, has been 
beset with the bitterest misfortune. It must 
be difficult for him to believe or to preach a 
doctrine of such inspiring hopefulness as 
his fellow man, whom prosperity has un-
ceasingly attended. It is almost resistllessly 
tempting to him to impute the fault not to 
his own folly, but to the machinations of 
some malevolent destiny, at whose caprice 
mortals are tossed hither and thither, and 
that the world as we see it is not the mani 
festation of an iner<:>asing purpocie, but a 
chaotic mixture of good and evil. 
It has been truthfully said that no man 
can entirely shake himself clear of his en-
vironment. Even those who aim at com-
plete independence of judgment inevitably 
fall into some of the fallacies which are the 
common property of all members of his 
community. Just as Bacon said, there 
were idols of the tribe, and idols of the 
cave, it might possi'bly be said that there 
are idols of philosophy. The master gen-
iuses of philosophy, whose doctrines are 
wide-spread to-day, probably formulated 
and wrote such doctrines in an academic 
atmosp1here, or one nearly akin to it. In a 
quiet study lined with interminaible rows 
of book-filled shelves, with a liberal pension, 
they are in an excellent position to ignore 
as umYortby of notice, such insignificant 
affairs as the insistrnce of land ladies, and 
ever-increasing washing bills, and to con-
demn in uncompromising terms the filthy 
lust of lucre. In such an environment 
they are in danger of insensibly falling 
into that attitude of mind so strongly con-
demned in "The Palace of Art." 
To the ancient Greek philosophers indi~ 
vidual ideals and national ideals were one 
and the same thing. The subservience of 
the individual to the State was so strongly 
insisted upon, that the individual could 
not be regarded as anything but a means 
to t:he perfection of the State. Ethics were 
identified with politics, and individual and 
social psychology were but two aspects of 
the same thing. The present war has re-. 
vealed to us that nations can have souls, 
and how the moral laws, which exist in 
man 's intercourse with man, can also be 
the spring of national moral activity. When 
nations, apparently coII_lpOs(;ld of virtuous 
individuals, could have as their aim to work 
their brother nation wrong, it is a source 
of great pride that our nation was directed 
in its action by the sublime moral laws 
which control man's dealing with man. 
To resume, we may say that ideals exist 
in every nook and corner of a University, 
in every individual, in every faculty, in 
every branch of a faculty, and, no doubt, in 
the University as a whole, and there would 
bP endless wrangling and quibbling if that 
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!Mal bad to be reduced to a definite descrip. 
tibn in words. The world is more or less 
divided into criticisms or criticised. It is 
the_ fundamental aim of the University as 
a University, to produce criticisers i though 
it does produce many who would be classi· 
fied under the bead of criticised. To be· 
come criticisers in the best sense of the 
word, is a work which should claim the 
efforts of the greatest minds of a commun· 
ity. To some their aim in life is to do little 
and do it well, without understanding or 
trying to understand the full significance of 
their work. The chain of purpose of which 
their work is but one link, is disregarded 
by them. As long as their link contains no 
flaws, they .are satisfied, and leave to others 
the comprehension of the systematic work· 
ing of the whole chain. They leave their 
work in its relation to the whole, to be 
criticised by others. But, it is written in 
almost every work of philosophy that such 
comprehension can never come to the lim· 
ited capacities of human intelligence. The 
"criticised" work for an attainable ideal, 
or, if to say this is to slight them, they work 
for a relatively attainable ideal. Criticis-
ers, who cannot by the nature of circum-
stances, under ·which we live and move, 
have not time to devote thought to abstrac-
tions, strive to attain to a knowledge of 
the complete whole. The goal is a brilliant 
all-embracing truth, which finds its plaC•J in 
the Divine intelligence, and which some-
times sends out a ray of light to our be· 
nighted races. This ray is to be seen only 
by our criticisers who are "infants crying 
in the night, infants crying for the light, 
and with no language but a cry." 
' i I 
To be criticised is not incompatible with 
a profession of manifest utility and praise-
worthiness; but yet it is at the same time a 
confession of mediocrity. To criticise means 
to start on a journey, the end of which lies 
not in this world, it is to aspire and be not, 
it is to cry for the light, and not be like 
an infant happily sleeping in the dark, and 
not, when confronted with any question 
dealing with man and his significance in 
this eternal scheme of things, to ''Give it 
up." 
, 
J ' 
Passed by Censor. 
Dear U.Q.M.-
Last week I met Lloyd. He was superin· 
tending (as far as I could see ; though he 
protested he had so far succeeded in dodg-
ing promotion), the excavation of an hospi-
tal dug-out. The Australian marquee hos-
pital had latterly been so badly shelled that 
Headquarters had decided to dig the whole 
thing in. I had been looking for Lloyd for 
weeks ; he was almost the first man I had 
met ashore. He was smoking the same ;pipe 
as had been his staff-of-office when he pre-
sided over meetings of the Sports-Union-
Committee. Active service had taken noth· 
ing from its rich colour ; and added a good 
deal to the wealth of its aroma. But he 
was defiling it by smoking some ghastly 
''issue,'' called, in soft euphemism, Nose-
gay-shag. This is the sort of polite fiction 
the Q.M.G. thrusts at you on active service. 
The morning bombardment of the beach 
from the flanks bad begun. The first shell 
had screamed over not five minutes be-
fore, as our pinnace came ashore, wrecking 
a pile of bully-beef; we ducked from mis-
siles made not only in a Turkish arsenal, 
but at Lake's Creek and Pinkenba too ; a. 
one-ration tin of beef, sent hurtling by a 
hurtling shell, makes a stunning weapon. 
Llqyd, with a hand-grip, belied by that 
casual raising of the 1brows in recognition 
imd by that EtonJboy's grin of his, looked 
as though this villainous enfilading made 
his business one of urgency. Those masked 
batteries on both flanks might any minute 
wreck the hospital for whose transfer this 
gang was preparing a refuge. More leisure 
to talk would have been worth much. All 
questions as to himself he ignored, and 
went on to say Small 's knee had turned 
dog on him again, and sent him. back to 
Egypt. He had returned to duty, and the 
first night been hit w1th a clod raised !by a 
shrapnel-burst, and was back in Egypt 
again. This is known technically as-rot-
ten luck! "Low-born clods of brute-earth! 
They aspire · . . '' -You remember 
the chorus of demons in the Dream of Ger· 
ontius 1" 
The fortune of war bandies the engineers 
to and fro, divides and sub-divides them, 
attaches them to this and that. It may be 
months before I see Lloyd again. Let's 
hope both he and Small may go on, like 
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' the Apocalyptic warrior,, conquering and 
to conquer, and finish gloriously in a pass-
ing rush with a Teuton helmet down the 
gardens of Potsdam-as Baxte·r foresaw ... 
Supplies are our peculiar care. Austra-
lians in the trenches get a ration more 
varied and nourishing than we thought 
practicable. And they are justifying the 
foundation of truth in the somewhat loose 
saying that they fight on their stomachs. 
What they have done has been beyond 
praise. This is said without prejudice. We 
have seen 'em at it. One is wise, in general, 
to discount the eulogies of journalism when 
it is speaking of our own men; in this case, 
all the newspapers had said of our men 
had been true. One felt Australians could 
justifiably go on !being proud of their men 
to almost any degree. And Mr. Asquith 
and the rest of them spoke from far other 
motives than that of mere good-policy when 
they praised as they did, the Australian 
performance on Gallipoli. So much has 
becu written of that initial landing late in 
April, that our sisters knew the contour of 
the ground almost as well as we. It is 
doubtful whether any other troops could 
have done it so well. The fighting-initiative 
of the Australian made it his peculiar busi-
ness to storm the heights of Anzac vn 
every hand the navy says, Amen! They 
have an admiration almost inexpressible for 
the Australian. He is always their good-
friend; the esteem is mutual. They will 
make sacriJices in the way of money and 
tobacco to 'bring him comforts ashore which 
they never would make for British troops, 
and they say so. The Australians vocabulary 
of oaths is said to have struck a sympathetic 
chord in the breast of the navy, which has 
endeared him forever. '' Gor' bli' me'' ! 
said a Gunner, "our boys weren't behind 
the -- door when swears we 're passed 
round; but your chaps --- well, lick 
creation!'' There is a fable, that on the 
morning of the landing, as the boats rowed 
in under cover of the darkness, many naval 
men were so absor:JJed: in the utterances of 
their freight, that they neglected even a 
mechanical use of the oar. 
Australian heroism is written-down for 
ever. It is a shallow saying that it is 
generated in the sto.mach. ·The Turk is 
fighting well. He is a splendid advertise-
ment for simple-feeding. The ration of our 
men is luxurious beside his monkish diet; 
it is doubtful whether he eats any meat. 
But he is fully-nourished, and finely-deyel-
oped. 
The Indian-ration we disembark is curi-
ous stuff. All manner of exotic foods have 
to be imported for him, with his quasi-
sa0ramental feeding. He insists on killing 
his own flesh; live goats must be kept at 
hand for him. But the 'beggar repays it 
all in the quality of his fighting. 
For obvious reasons, the provisioned-
lighters go ashore, and are unloaded at 
night. The steam-over begins at sundown 
across the placid sea. The rugged head 
of --- changes momentarily. the gro-
tesque segments into which he cuts the sun 
drop'J)ing red behind him through the sum-
mer-haze. The long Aege.an twilight settles 
peacefully down. Nothing is heard but 
the dull throb and pank of the engine, as 
the tiny t>rawler la;bours before her heavy 
burden of ration, and the periodic cry of 
the watch in the bows that all's well ; or his 
cry of false-alarm at a floating box in the 
distance, contorted by his long-tried nerves 
into a periscope. It's hard on the nerves 
of these North Sea Herringers; there is in-
cessant danger of the torpedo in thei·r go-
ings to and fro, and incessant exposure to 
fire at the end of them, and without a pros-
pect of retaliation or defence. They get 
hard hit; now and again they get disabled. 
Their steering-gear gets shot . away; they 
lose a man here and there; they 're sitting 
at mess when a shrapnel intrudes and they 
are shaken for days ; a shell bursts in the 
engine-iroom, and whc:::-e are you? The 
armour-plated bridge-house is no protec-
tion. This is not trench-fighting; but some-
thi11'f far more trying. The result is that 
standing on deck below the bridge, moving 
in, in the dusk, and whilst still seven miles 
from any Turkish battery, you light your 
pipe, the nerve-racked skipper roars from 
rubove: ' 'That ·s right! Have a flare-up! It 
don't matter if we 're --- well shelled, 
do iU" You protest he's unreasonable. It 
makes no difference. He roars then about 
the glow of your pipe. Poor devil! He's 
not to blame; he needs to be relieved-
"that 's all. The strain for him is ghastly.' 
It makes him illogical; it gives the A.B. in 
t11e fo'c's'le nightmare; he screams like a 
child ; his mates rush down, he has only 
bN:n dreaming of submarines and of shrap-
11d. They treat him with compasqion-
there is nb chaff; they arc obsessed them-
selves. 
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By nine-thirty you are passing the Hos-
pita;l-Ship, lying there like a fairy-boat, 
under the great stars-one delicately-lumi.u-
ons green and red cross. Horrible para-
dox ! It is the deathly charm of the ancient 
mariner's nocturnal sea-serpents. This ship 
lies there glowing ethereally like some sub-
dued pleasure~barge of Cleopatra; below 
are strong fellovYS screaming for deliver-
ance from their torment. It's a type of the 
contrasts which war is continually thrust-
ing ,before you. There, on the Peninsula, 
is the perpetual beauty of heroism made 
visible only through the carnage which lives 
for ever in the brain of him who once has 
looked upon it. There is the paradise of 
orchards and waving crops, shell-torn and 
bloody in the struggle for the establishment 
of principles whose beauty is above all the 
beauties of quiet pastoral slopes. 
As you pass in behind the Red Cross 
ship, the spent bullets from the hill-crest 
begin to sing above. The trawler drops 
anchor. The apprentice climbs the bridge 
and calls through his lamp in the More ton-
gue for a pinnace. As you board her the 
Cox 'n recommends you below from the 
spent bullets, which are "a bit thick to-
night." You obey without grumbling. and 
steam in with the tap-tap of them about 
the craft. The hill-side above the beach 
twinkles with lights like Manly over Syd-
ney Harbour. The whole camp is as busy 
as· can 1be. On the pier the lanterns and 
rush-lights are swinging and bobbing. There 
is an incessant hum and rattle; the unload-
ing has commenced. The infantry-fatigue 
is at work in a queue two-may-be three-
hundred men long, which moves in an end-
less chain between the barge and the depot. 
From the denots winding up the slopes are 
long lines of lantern.ibearers marking the 
route of fatigues moving towards the tren-
ches with the day's biscuit and beef, jam 
and vegetables, tea, sugar. and rum. The 
Supply-Officers are distracted, shouting 
their orders, hurrying from point to point. 
Privates are cursing Captains in the dark: 
"Get out of the --- road! Gor 'struth ! 
lend a --- hand here!" The Captain 
obevs. sometimes. like a soldier. Fresh fat-
igu~s are orirnnised and got going with 
manv oRths. The King's business demands 
hast~. If that beef is not in the trenches 
bt-forr <lawn, there's no food next day. If 
ran.~les are not dealt-out to the engineers 
in the advance-trenches, the sapping will br 
held-up, and our own trenches-as distinct 
from those of the Turk-blown to the devil 
by counter-sapping. There is no time for 
palaver. The bullets whistle their tune 
overhead without respite-a howitzer in our 
battery above thunders, the din of a charge 
on the height overbears the din of the 
fatigue about you. But these things have 
no meaning for the supply-bearers at pre-
~ent ; possibly at this stage do not emerge 
mto the field of their consciousness . . . . 
One moves along the beach. The pumps 
from the water-bags are thumping; an-
other fotigue is :filling and hoisting the 
water-bags. The trenches must have their 
drink-before their beef. Summer is come 
in; the mid-day trench is hellish hot; the 
cry for Gunga Din is insistent at three in 
the aftarno()n, with the enemy eyeing our 
parapets or feinting a charge; bitter are 
the froth-lipped curses if water is not at 
hand. 
At four o'clock the barges are empty. 
We get aiboard; the pinnace takes us in tow. 
The lights up the ravines are out this hour. 
The dawn is breaking. The honey-comb of 
dug-outs begins to show its detail. The :first 
white kindling-smoke of the cooks' :fires 
curls through the glittering glow of the 
morning. A periodical officer crawls from 
his sandbag retreat, rises and stretches his 
cramped limbs. Men begin to appear all 
over the hill-side crawling forth, shakin:5 
their matted hair, and rubbing eyes that 
deserve far more sleep. Some fellows have 
got down early for a bathe, and are larking 
in the quiet water. The first shrapnel 
screams over the hill and bursts amongst 
them : three splash back, and are ''gone to 
salute the rising morn." Both flanks fire 
simultaneously. The beach is ploughed and 
smoking. The hill is cleared: ''Every man 
in his dug-out''! A shell tears over us and 
bursts to port. The pellets cut the water 
like the swish of whips. We gain speed. 
The world has awakened to another day of 
work and death. 
- How long will it last? The Turk is fight-
ing bravely and tenaciously; he is officered 
by skilful and courageous tacticians. He is 
fig-hting for his existence. We are fighting 
with Constantinople as an objective, arnl 
a:l that that implies, and with the convi > 
tion Sli.bcomwiously importunate, that. faiJ-
u·re herr would visit us with the loss of 
pre'Stige through the whole Moslem world. 
That is a side-issue; but one of increasing 
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importance. Here are we, thinned and 
bl~edinig fr?m the havoc of the landing,. 
pamfully disembarking, by the pound and 
the pint, all we eat and drink, fighting 
over a country woefully well-prepared for 
us, against an enemy who lives on next-to-
nothing, who is fighting cleverly and des-
perately for life itself, and whose hobby, in 
College 
EMMA.i"IUEL. 
Our numbers which were unusually 
small this year, have been further depleted 
by tv;:o more of ·our members enlisting in 
the Australian Imperial Forces, W. E. 
Gray, Esq., B.Sc., tutor in Physics, has 
become Pte W. E. Gray, of the l\Iachine-
gun section, of the 3lst Battalion, and F . 
G. Barbour, who went out to Enoggera at 
the beginning of the term, is an Acting-
Sei'geant at No. 1 Depot Battalion. On 
Saturday night, 25th ,;:)eptember, a fare-
well was given to Mr. Gray. Speeches 
were made, drinks were drunk, and cigar-
ettes were smoked. The guest of the even-
ing made a fitting resI!onse when he was 
made the recipient of a pair of pipes, and 
alleged as a reason for the brevity of his 
speech the fear of insensibly lapsing into 
the camp vernacular, at which he had be-
coming surprisingly expert in the course 
of a few weeks. The meeting over the 
guests dispersed to their various occupa-
tions, many of which amounted to n·othing 
more noble than a visit to continuous pic-
tures, and a subsequent petit soiiper. 
The internal events of the college can 
supply little worthy to be chronicled. So-
cial activities such as debates have entire-
ly ceased. Third term is proverbial for 
quietness even under normal conditiom, 
the present conditions have intensified tlle 
quiet atmosphere. The students turn their 
activities to eating, working, and sleeping. 
With regard to the last a wave of enthus-
iasm has spread through the College for 
sleeping a la belle etoile. Many beds were 
divided up into their ·component parts, 
ta:ken on to the verandah, and reassembled 
where their occupiers mi·ght enjoy the sweet 
untainted breath of heaven, instead of mis-
erably suffocating by adhering to the in-
sane convention of sleeping in a room .. One 
of the devotees of this new custom was ques-
any case, is fighting. 
0 Lord 1 . . . 
quer; ·but not cheaply. 
Vale, 
. How long, 
But we shall con-
Always Yours, 
HECTOR DINNING. 
l 
Notes. 
tion~d by a sceptic: '' What if it rains,'' He 
received a reply from the undaunted enthus-
iast as follows, ''I will carry my mattress 
inside and sleep on the floor." "That will 
be comfortable won't it~ '' ''Anyone who 
has slept on the mahongany floor of a hut 
with a s~gle blanket as the only comfort, 
won "t mind sleeping on a mattress on the 
floor. ' ' Considering himself outargued by 
the eloquent outburst, picturing the fright-
ful ordeals experienced by robust sons of 
the soil on the lonely cattle ranches of Wes-
tern Queensland, the sceptic held his peace ; 
but being still unconvinced awaited devel-
opments. He did not wait in vain. Within 
a few days rain did come. The next morn-
ing the sceptic overheard the ''hardened 
son of the soil'' borrowing a stretcher to 
keep in his room for a rainy day. 
Another open-air fanatic is in the hwbit 
of carting his bedclothes bodily on to the 
verandah, and sleeping there without even 
a makeshift for a bed, and such is the 
pertinacious faith of mortals in their own 
inventions, that when questioned by the 
sceptics as to the comfort of his night's 
repose, he. has actually got the face to make 
the remark (certainly convincing if true), 
'' J '11 bet you I ·had a moYe comfortable 
sleep than you did, anyway." 
.TOTTJNG~ FHOl\I JOHN 'S. 
Now that the awful T'hird Term has 
come, a holy calm has settled down on 
this noble institution. TJte afore-time gay 
young sp_arks have relinquished their sin-
ful pleasures, and waste their time trying 
to decipher illegible notes ·or "stew up" 
text books. Why it is considered almost 
a crime to leave the premises at night, or 
talk on the 'phone! But there are excep-
tions to every rule. 
A gloom was •cast over the College when 
it was announced that the Bursar, Mr. A. 
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W. Oakes, had been killed in action, on 
August 9. 
l\lr. Oakes was a graduate of the Syd-
ney University, and lectured at St. J ·ohn's 
in various subjects. A keen sport, he was 
prominent both in rowing and football. 
Among those who have recently voluri-
teered .for active :service is ,Mr. J. S. 
Briggs. Mr. Briggs, who was in residence 
a 1 l:;t. John 'r; in 1914, took his degree in 
March of the following year, and was ap-
pointed to a position at the Mackay High 
School. He distinguished himself at the 
recent Q.L.'r. tournament. 
1The Billiard Table suffered a decrease 
in patronage during the beginning of term 
owing to a superstition about work. But 
,we are glad to say that this is being eradi-
cated by a more rational spirit, and the 
old phase of ''come and have a hundred 
up'' is once more heard after_ lunch. T_en-
nir; too seems to have declmed; hoxrng 
is fast ~aining in popularity. And this is 
greatly to be desired. For without wish-
ing to be nasty, one might advise some of 
the enthusiasts that '' pra>Ctise makes per-
fect." The object is not to stand a long 
way off, .and wave the .arms a1bout like a 
windmill in distress. 
The Rifle Club has many enthusiastic 
supporters at John's. Especially is this 
the case in the matter of signalling. There 
is zest added to this pursui1 " ·hen one is 
''warned.'' Some timid souls have taken 
fright, but others of more ma.nly coura~e 
are still willing to do or die for their 
country. . 
There is a very dangerous 1hab1t of 
"early to bed and early to rise," which is 
becoming unpleasantly common. To those 
who give way to such weaknesses one 
would ask, ''How would you like to come 
home at a fairly respectable hour, and 
find everybody in bed?" Or "do you 
think it kind to wake .a fellow creature an 
hour before prayers?" Gan such men 
blame one man for developing a ''pro-
German'' disease, or another for talking 
on the 'phone to a stranger, thinking the 
same to be his cousin. Work is all very 
well· but as the wise men of old said, "Do 
nothing too much ! '' 
Another feature about the College lately 
has been the absence of "scraps." Why, 
you can insult a man to his face and he 
won't throw any water over you. Per-
haps this is due to the influence of the 
Christian Union; per haps it isn't. Why 
there hasn't been a decent argument for 
ages! 
One could not close fittingly without .a 
reference to the noble influence of the 
University Musical Society. The tenden·cy 
to sing has become very noticeable. A~d 
this tendency has had a most 1benefimal 
effect. We all know now that "faint 
heart never won fair lady," and that 
"Somewhere a vo~ce is Calling." Who 
can doubt that the soothing influence ·Of 
music will raise and' elevate our minds, 
even the lowliest among us is stirred up 
to great achievements at the forthcoming 
exams. 
KING'S NOTES. 
There are one or two matters which make 
one ·dread the end of Third Term. One of 
sul'reme importance is the fact the notes are 
required. The other, and quite trivial in 
comparison, is the exams. 
We certainly have little to record this 
term, except change. Our numbers have 
again diminshed, and we are now left, as 
regard university students, with two. Need-
less to say, there will not be any personal 
references, as it would be impossible to give 
space or time to refer to all, and some may 
be offended if they were overlooked. We 
offer our heartiest congratulations to Mr. 
P. H. Brown on his having qualified for 
his B.E. Mr. Brown has brought great cre-
dit to King's during his course, and we are 
proud of the fact that ?e, with others. simil-
arly situated, has decided to offer his ser-
vices to the Empire. 
But Mr. Brown has graduated in an-
other school. It is rather difficult to place 
the degree. It certainly is not a Bachel-
or's degree, it may be a Master's; but cases 
have been known where the term Master 
was quite inapplicaible. However, it is a 
very popular degree just now. Good-luck, 
Doc.. you have our heartiest congratula-
tions! Messrs. R. A. Percy and A. B. 
Grimes have taken their departure and 
are now in camp out at Enoggera. They 
have both enlisted in the A.M.C. 
We must congratulate Mr. Eric Francis 
too on having successfully passed through 
the' School of Instruction, and qualified for 
his commission. P ending the granting of 
this commission, he has been appointed 
Company Sergeant "'.\fajor. 
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As a "send-off" to those men who have 
just left us, we held our College Dinner. 
There was a spread worthy of such an 
occasion; but, oh, how soon we reach the 
limitations of these frail human bodies. 
Many pairs of sad eyes gazed longingly at 
jellies, ices, etc., which were quite within 
reach, and yet one would think they were 
forbidden, since they were not touched. 
Other pairs of eyes seemed as if they be-
longed to members of the crustacean class as 
the effect of numerous cigars. In this con-
nection it is worth recording that, as an 
indirect result of our dinner, one member 
of a neig<lrbouring establishment was seen 
about midnight leaning over the verandah 
rail, apparently making painful endeavours 
to look under the house. The repeated ef-
forts he made showed his determination to 
get there, or else do something desperate-
which latter he did. 
'rHE WOMEN'S COLLEGE. 
At the beginning of the term College 
was redolent of the Reef, both by reason of 
the conversation of the valiant scientists 
who had gone down to the sea in ships and 
braved tropical storms, and the coral which 
was boiled in the laundry until it created 
an atmosphere, which would have done 
credit to Stalky and Co. when bent on ven-
geance. Relics of the Reef remain in the 
ravenous appetites of some of the younger 
biologists, who invariably come into lunch 
famishing. A still small voice issuing from 
a Geologist, occassionally takes up the cud-
gels for Woody Island; but here-might 
is riight. Should the biologists be asked 
aibout Mammalia in their approaching ex-
ams. we .are confident that their answers 
will be perfect, as they study members of 
that section in the person of Joseph, who 
is being tamed in one of the vacant horse-
stalls. As thistles are his favourite diet, 
the lawns are being well cleared of the 
Lover's Oracle. Joey, however, does not 
ask whether "she loves one" or "She lov·as 
one not." A true J ·ohn Gilpin chase oc-
curred one Sunday afternoon when he .-~.'· 
caped from his dweIIing place, and was pur· 
sued by a number of students and visitors 
to the accompaniment of shrieks and rnunds 
t>nd sights unholy. 
Since the last magazine was published 
the College has been surprised by the dis-
covery of the histrionic talent of three of 
the students, exhibited at a party given in 
honour of Miss Herring, the Travelling 
Secretary of the Christi1an Union, who 
spent some time with us on her last visit 
to Brisbane. Some of the girls acted ''How 
He lied to Her Husband," photographs of 
scenes from the same on application to the 
College photographer. John's may be in-
terested in the evening suit. 
The College girls are beginning to brace 
their shoulders and pay some heed to their 
department since the 1arrival of the new 
gardener, a fine old sergeant over six feet, 
sometime drill instructor at one of the large 
boys' schools in England. Muscular de-
velopment is sought too by some who ply 
the oar on the ferry boats, thereby calling 
down the blessings of the Charons of the 
Brisbane. 
Dire disease laid low one of our number 
for the space of two weeks, during which 
time Oskarsholme resounded with 1' Meas-
les, German," and simil1ar opprobrious epi-
thets. While the victim suffered in silence, 
there was a sound of revelry by night when 
Chislelmrst invited the rest of the College 
to a supper-party i.n honour of Miss Shield, 
the announcement of whose engagement to 
Mr. Weston has caused considerable stir in 
our academic establishment. 
On Some Interesting People. 
EYerybody has read Hazlitt 's delightful 
essay entitled, ''Of Persons One Would 
Wish to Have Seen." It is one of the 
most genial productions of that not notor-
iously genial writer. It has even an al-
most Elian flavour, due no doubt, in a 
L1l'ge measure, to the foremost place taken 
by Elia himself in the essay. For. w1wn-
ever he touches Qha;rles Lam'b, Hlazlitt 
Reems to mellow a little, and his tone to 
lose something of that hard edge which 
is perceptible in all his most :eharacteristic 
writings. So great is the influence of a 
winsome personality. 
The subject contains, of course, unlimi-
ted conversational possibilities, and when 
there are gathered t·ogether two or three 
persons of uncramperl imaginations, read-
ing men for choice, it can become particu-
larly fruitful. A discussion of this nature 
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does not necessarily resolve itself, as might 
be expected at first glance, into an im-
promptu panegyric on a dozen or so of im-
mortals. In Hazlitt 's essay, for example, 
Lamb's fancy is not for Shakespeare, Mil-
ton, or Spencer: he bars these three ex-
pressly, and states his reasons (typical 
Elian reasons), for their exclusion, and 
for the choice which he subsequently 
makes, viz., of Sir Thomas Browne and 
Fulke Greville. On such an occasion one 
chooses one's men by whim or by preju-
dice, by anything rather than the general 
opinion of the world. If you have a sec-
ret tenderness for Jezebel, or Tiberius, or 
Titus Oates, you are quite at liberty to 
indulge it, by an able defence of your 
choi,ce, you may even win the suffrages of 
some of the company for those usually 
unpopular figures. 
For my part, I should like to meet Hor-
ace, for one. My classical scholarship is 
a lean thing, but it has always been a 
humour of mine to imagine Horace as a 
congenial spirit. Juvenal, now, would be 
a most uncomfortable .companion; 1but 
I am sure that I could stroll delectably 
round the Sabine farm with Horace for 
the whole of a summer's day, especially 
if I were stocked, and I should certainly 
take care to be stoc·ked, with a budget of 
the latest . news from town-word of the 
movements of trade, a spice of politics, 
and scandal in any quantity. Would not 
his comments be sp-ar kling 1 Yet they 
would not be ill-natured, nor spoken as 
from one on higher ground. Indeed, the 
attractiveness of Horace consists largely in 
his ability to see himself included among 
the folk at whom he is so quietly amused. 
When we had made the round -of the es-
tate, not forgetting to admire the outlook 
from different vantage points, and had 
laughed together' over the newest good 
story from the city, I think we should be 
ready for the "carnal considerations" 
with which the boy had laden the table, 
set among the vines in the garden. On my 
leisurely way back to Rome, ruminating 
the memories of my visit, I should find 
myself smiling now and then at the recol-
lection of some twinkle in my host's eye, 
or some delicious dryness in his tone, at 
suich and such a period in the conversa-
tion; and from that time on the warm-
natnred poet would have a permanently 
snug corner in my rrgard . A physically 
small man, I should think once slim, but 
now--<well, comfortable. Such at least is 
my idea <lf Horace. 
There is another figure of literature 
whom I should much like to meet: he of 
whom Garrick said, with some malice, that 
he ''wrote like an angel and talked like 
poor Poll.'' It is precisely this con ver-
sa tional ineptitude of Goldsmith's which 
would make me secure at the prospect of 
an interview. Not so with his associates. 
A seat in a corner of the room where the 
brilliant company were met, Burke and 
Garrick and Sir Joshua and the burly 
Doctor, with half-a-dozen other men <Jf 
scarcely inferior powers, would certainly 
give one an enviable experience, but to 
be tete a tete with any one of them would 
be much too formidable for my fancy. 
But I should like to have Goldsmith com-
pletely to myself. I could guarantee to 
him all the deference for which his gentle 
vanity thirsted. It would be hard if I 
could not, by some manner of means, draw 
out of him a more or less coherent descrip-
tion of his adventurous youth. I might 
even induce him to confess that Moses, 
of the Green Spectades, was copied from 
some ludicrous blunder of his own. In 
any case, and whatever his mood, I should 
be enchanted to ''hear honest Goldsmith 
run on," whether he talked as Garrick 
heard him three centuries ago, or as t'1t-
world has heard him ever since. 
Horace and Oliver Goldsmith are ~n 
intimacy. On the other hand, there are 
some men ·one would like to have seen an<l 
heard from a little distance, men i)r a 
rough heroic build, who were made for 
world-disturbing actions, and wanted the 
small graces of life. I have just read Vol-
taire's "History of Charles XII,'' which 
presents two remarkable men of this kind, 
the Swedish king himself, and Peter the 
Great, of Russia. rpeter the Great has the 
unique distinction ·of having raised a horde 
of barbarians into a great empire within 
the limits of his own lifetime; while the 
adventures of Charles XII are almost as 
incredible as those described in 'the books 
of ,chivalry which Don Quixote was finally 
induced to burn. As the Swede was a 
despot infatuated with the sole pursuit of 
glory, and the Russian had the manners 
of a savage, it is obvious that familiar 
association with them would have been 
neither easy to attain nor vny pleasant 
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when attained. But I should like to have 
been in the retinue of, say, the Fre.nch 
Ambassador to the Siwedish, and again to 
the Russian Court, for the opportunity of 
seeing with my ,own eyes something of the 
characters of these extraordinary men, 
''the most singular personages,'' Voltaire 
calls them, ''who had appeared for twenty 
centuries.'' 
!For what are you to say of a man who 
made himself master of Northern Europe 
at the age of eighteen, but for victor's 
s.poils took only the fame; whose habits 
were severe to asceticism; who knew nei-
ther magnificence nor any kind of diver-
sion; whose invariable dress was the 
sheepskin of a common soldier; who was 
a Napoleon without the carriage loads of 
plunder, and an Alexander unflushed by 
wine; and who, refusing to abate his 
haughty front even when a defeated fugi-
tive in the hands of the Sultan, ultimately 
won for himself, by sheer browbeating, 
force of personality, an honourable jour-
ney home and opportunity to repair his 
broken fortune? Such was the Swedish 
monarch. The Russian, if not so brilliant 
a soldier, was a much greater man. The 
title of "Father of his Country" applied 
to him by his reverent subjects, was no 
mere compliment: it was merited by both 
the aims and the achievements of his 
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eventful life, and has been confirmed by 
history. After a certain naval victory, 
Peter celebrated a triumph, in the Roman 
manner. In his new capital of Peters-
burg. The throne was filled by a proxy, 
to whom Peter, in his character of rear-
admiral, submitted his report of the vic-
tory, and at whose hands he received his 
promotion to vice-admiral, in considera-
tion of his services: "a queer ceremony," 
comments Voltaire, ''but a useful one in 
a country where military subordination 
was one of the novelties which the Czar 
had introduced." I think I should have 
chosen this occasion on which to observe 
my man. Knowing that he had virtually 
built with his own hands both the flee•t 
which had won the victory, and the great 
city in which the victory was being cele-
brated, how did he bear himself through 
the ceremonial? It is on irnteresting ques-
tions of this kind that history is silent. 
- I 
Peter bred-up a nation as a man rears 
a pack of valua•ble hounds, and Charles 
united in himself talents and virtues which 
are almost of necessi1ty worlds apart. Well, 
they were both sufficiently wonderful men 
and nothing would have served me better 
than to watch their doings at a convenient 
distance. iJ3ut I s'hould not have cared to 
live with them. 
The Penny Poet. 
I am a poet, 
Oh, the humour of it! 
To sit and scribble verses all day long, 
To slay this old world's wickedness and 
wrong, 
And bury them in a windy sheet of song. 
Does the word make you dream of high 
Parnassus, 
Or of Boeotian Helicon 1 
Do 'st dream thou seest me, reclined thereon 
Draw out my linked verses' intricate pass-
us, 
No such thing ! 
But like a spider that will sit and spin 
Her fine-drawn threads to catch the careless 
fly, 
I lurk in the secret corners of my mind 
To catch the smallest thought just fleeting 
lby, 
And snare it in a gossamer of rhyme, 
Many a day, 
Just as I've snared some slower-footed 
prey, 
And straight prepare 
To stretch it safely on the paper there, 
My washerwoman stumbles up the stair,-
And I remember there's a bill to pay. 
Once more the immortal thought has 
'scaped my brain, 
Is gone, and never to return again. 
But, after all, it's not so great a matter: 
I earn my living, though I grow no fatte-:.-. 
1 t sometimes seems 
That others have a better lot. 
T dream my dreams, 
But the printer's devil calls, 
Before I reach the crisis of the plot, 
To fetch the comic sketch on "Musichalls,'' 
But now my threadbare thought is worn 
qµite through; 
And I wake up to find-
Not even by complaints myself I blind 
How little there is I can really do. 
I must to my den again 1an'd wait 
Till some new fancy strikes my pate, 
1To tickle their choice palate 
Who drive their carriage down below m 
state, 
And never think of me up in my garret. 
-SPHINX. 
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''Culture'' for the Crowd. 
If our professional paradox-mongers 
would only believe it, their laboriously 
manuTaclured wares are, in the Ameri-
can phrase, "not a circumstance" to the 
ready made article unon which we are 
cons'tantly stumbling· in everyday life. 
None of them, for instance. has amused 
ns with anvtbin 1~ h'11f so quaintly para-
doxical as· ihc ,phonwna pres·ented hv 
a despcralelv b0nk-ridden and densely 
unlitcrary age. 'l'n clc-scrihe the pr0sent 
age in this fashion is, of course. to 
challengr any a1nmmt of faci~e and in-
dignantre monstrance. Unlitnrary-whc'Il 
hooks of all kinds. including renrints of 
famous classics of ;C'Ycry tyne and period 
nonr forth from the publishers in a con-
tinual flood? Unlitrrarv-when .the be-;;t 
works of the best authors, t 0 m\)tindy 
bound ancl artistirallv prodnce'd, can be 
had in a doz0n different ec1itions. at a 
cost which brings: a well..ieq1iioned lib'rary 
of great literat11r0 within the reach. of 
the citv clerk' anrl the draYJer's as<;1st-
ant.? TTnl;tcrar\'--when frc•e .libra 1 ies are 
multiplvirnr n'n. every hai1cl. and even 
the most hlatantly nonular nf ".µpople's" 
ncwsnaners variE"' fr;; hmlrret of crimes 
an'cl sensationc:; with colum'ns nf b_on'K 
reviews and ilcms nF in1im'ate chatter 
afuout the intentions and the doings of 
anthors? So fa1· as the averaae cruality 
of literary oubut is cnncerned. it may 
QTUdgingly be concecl<>d th'l t there h:ive 
been greater priods than t.his. B11t wh'en 
it. comes to a mwstinn or the snre'ld of 
literary annrechti0n and cnlture among 
the ne.onle. is the"'P 1101: vi"il-ile 0vidnnce 
of the snne1;iority of thP nrec.ent a,~e to 
anv that has gone before? 
TTnforhinatclv. illusinns are rione the 
less illn"i0ns hPranc::0 they hannen tn be 
flattPring onrs: and thr plain truth is 
th::it the ast'lnishing ernntirm of ch'<'an 
ecli1ions of all kinds whicn hwe hren 
enidemic wilhin reAen't vears has h'::id nn 
apnrciahle dfect w·hatever '11 p0n fhe ·"c11l-
ture" of the rlasses whirh m'ay he snn-
posed to hav0 nrovid"i this Hterary bon 
m:i»ch6 with th<' majority of its custn-
m·ers. 
'T'hat the excellent anil inexnensiv.-. rc-
nrints \YhiCn are TI!1WaOaVS hro11aht fnrtb 
in snch ab1rn'danrr fina reaay p1fr-
chasers must indeed be taken for 
granted, for otherwise the supply would 
long since havP diminished or ceased. 
nut the question that remains is, whether 
thesP cheap editions of the '\vorks of 
stan.dard authors arc, for the most part. 
~ought to be n'a·d. or . merely to b'e 
collected . and so nrnvide the 'rnaterial 
for some sort of library \vith a view 
to the angm'entecl air o1 i~telligence with 
which the mere fact of such a posrnssion 
may SN'm to inve~t e,·en the m0st philis-
tine of homes. 
'l'hcrf' is. nn clouht a cerbin minority 
in snch rlasc:;es to whom' this power 
of acqniring tlw works of great writers 
at a cost within their mrans 'h'ls come 
as a real boon. :mrl a genuine heln in 
their consr'frntfous 0fforts of rnlf-cultnre. 
Rnt thev, thouQ;h fit. arc Few; and, for 
the rcc:;t, it is a m'attN 'If comm'on ob-
serva1 inn tlrnt the reailinq nf the g-reat 
bnJk of "the i)eople" is still limited al-
most exclnsively b 'daily and wee1':ly 
nev;rsnaners. pr·nnv novellettes, jo1Fnal·s 
of 1he "hits' 'and "cuts" order, 'and the 
cheanest kinrl of illnc:;tratnu m'aO'a7ine<:. 
Tf on0 go<'s a littlP hi<th'ei> in the social 
sc<Jlc~. nnp firn'ls thino:s verv mnl"h the 
s:ime in nrincinle. thr <mly diffe.,,en.ce 
hoinq th::it 1hr 'nlac 0 of tbe st0rv-naper 
is ta lien by thP nnvel-tnn 0·rten- bv tl-)r 
srcnnn-rnte an'd thir'd-rnte n<we1_:__1nd 
th8t the m:vra:T.ines are ~if sli<J'htlv sn-
pprim: .. cmalilv and tvne. But the-re is 
little P\"irlcnce rnfinqh on anv sirle tn 
s110"qf'"t tli:-1t ne0nle rwi'd "bn'd~r(f lite~a­
tnre 'in thrs0 'rl::ivs nronortion::itelv as 
m1.ich as it was re'id at n nerhfl -ivh0n 
the n0sse>'sion nf a lih-rary of .qre'.lt 
cinthors wac:; a lnxurv of the rich. :inil' 
when fr0n 1ihraries 1an'fl "h11'ennv renrintc; 
wwfl unknown. 
0110 simn]P test there is. 'w'flich' is 
c:P1abl0 nf h0iwr inriliPd hv :in\rnne whn 
mriVPS <ibonf. n"WaCl"IVS W:t'fi moderafely 
f'hsprv"nt P.vec:;, 'Let one m'al<e :i t:-m.1' 
d th0 rpafling room\;; of ll free lihr1rv 
:it it"' mnc::t crow'd0a hour-"av on ri 
wet S1t11rfl'1v :iftPrnoon-'ln'n nflt"' the 
hn,.,.1;·s :inn n0ri"lninlc:; i11 whirh th',, rn''l-
inritv of its .fn>cr11en ters a re ::i h«orberl 
:ini! the nr0n0,.lion of gnod liternfinn 
th:it is rcnrP"Pntei a'11"m~ th'em TF fhh 
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is not convincing, let the custodians of 
the lendmg depattments be asked what 
kind and class of book i:> most in de-
mand among their clients, and how the 
standard ,authors fare with them _in com-
paris·on with the current purveyors of in-
significant popular fiction. The result 
of the inquiry will be an "eye-opener ' 
for the optimists who try }o persuade 
themselves an"d others that the mere 
provision of cheap books and free li-
braries has been sufficient to di\'ert the 
taste of the masses from their Garvices 
and Oppenheims and Barclays to litera-
ture worthy of the name. 
It is useless to live in a fool's para -
dise, and we may as wdl ha\'e done. 
once for all, with the rnistake of pointing 
Lo the presenL Niagara of cheap books 
as an evidence of the literary cnlture 
of fue age. To a large extent it merely 
illustrates the commercial sh1ewdness of 
the modem publisher in appealing to 
a prevalent form of vanity, by enabling 
the purchaser oE these inexpensive vol-
umes ·to assume a ta,ste for letters which 
he does not possess, and has no real 
inclination to acquire. If the truth must 
be told, there was ne\'er a time when 
lhe claims of good literature wei·e so 
oral rnllbish of every variety as they are 
Lo-day, or when the average ~nan, even 
mi schievously jostled by those of ephem-
of U10 betler educated clas::;es, was le~s 
well read in proportion Lo his oppdr-
luniLies. 11 it were otherwise, il would 
noL have become difficult to meet an 
ordinary middle class cilizen of the 
present geueiation who possesse:> even 
a nodding acquaintance with the works 
of Shakespeare. The re::itless .rush of 
present-day life, its constant distractions. 
its perpetual movement, its ubiquitous 
newspapers with their e\•er-shiHing 
kaleidoscope of events and interests-
lhese things are inimical to the contern-
plalive mood in which alone the com-
panionship of good books can be sought 
wilh profit. 1\s for Lhe crowd, optimism 
ilseH may well doubt whether, at any 
Limo before the millennium, it will pre-
fer great authors to football rc.:;t(ts and 
"to-day's winners"-chann the publi h -
ers never so wisely. 
Notes. 
The sad news has just reached us of 
the death of Dr. J. Meiklejohn, M.A .. 
D.D. , "rho was Principal of Emmanuel 
for the three years following the open-
ing of the college. In 1911 l ~mmanue l 
started.its career flS a re:> idential Col'e2;e 
of the University of Queensland 1rnder 
his wise guidance. When he had . he1d 
iho office for thr0e years. failing health 
compelled him to rdign. The doctor 
paid rns a Yisit dnring the year. Thmw;h 
he was -manifestly not in the be3L of 
health. there w::ts· nothing to make 11s 
suspect that the rnd was so near, and i1 
was with a !s'hock 'when, a 'few davs af'ter 
he returned to Melbourne. we lward "that 
he had passed away. 
We am the grateful recipients of an-
other article from Sergt. H. W. Dinning. 
B.A., who in his nnd0rgradnate . davs 
was editor of Lhis jrrnrnal an·d who 
maintains Slll~h a keen infa•res t in it 
that he ran finrl time in th r sh0rt re' nit.0 
he ge-ls .fr0rn arduons -dnties to write 
his 0xprri0nres ;rnfl senfl them tn 11s .for 
publicalion. Though many efforts ha \' C 
been made to get contributifms ·from 
members of the University on · acli~·e 
service, they generally plead that they 
can write nothing of academic interest, 
that military life has dulled their liter-
ary faculties_, that they wish to give 
their minds a rest, and so on; so it is 
the more fortimatc for us that Dnnning 
is possessed of Lha t Sophoclean trait ocf 
character which arms his talents a'!;ainst 
the clanger of becoming dull in the face 
of the most pressing husiness. 
We can conclntle from a few stories 
fold us bv one o1 onr members on 
aclive scrvic0 thaL an interesting study 
would be the development of malaprop-
ism ip. camp life. Perhaps the be;;t ex-
ample is lh0 story of .the man who 
visited the m(;uical O"fficer and askecl for 
me!licine. "Jam rnol sick." he said "but 
I want -to make sure, because one of 
the chaps in mv pontoon has got the 
influential." The word "platoon" is in 
itself a golrl mini~ for research in this 
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study. One soldier in ,embryo ,yvas under 
the impres::;ion that be belonged to No. 
1J baloon, and another, referring to the 
promotions of one of his mates, said he 
" 'as now a poltroon commander. 
Examinations now claim that part of 
our interest which is not devoted to the 
progress of the war. Exams have the 
beastly habit 0£ recurring at the end of 
every acailernir.; year. Where could we 
find anyone who could speak in eulo-
gistic terms of exams? An echo an-
swers "Where?" Who invented exam's? 
Who invented this horrible instrument 
whereby the profs. and lecturers may 
at one stroke 'make of an innocent Yictim 
nothing but a isul)ject tor post mortem? 
Quam ferus et vere (erreus ille fud I 
Of examinations much has been written. 
That they work a great deal of ill is 
undoubted, and the deplorable part of 
it is 'that the evil that they do lives after 
them. But uritil some genius !is un-
earthctl who can find a bcUer substitute, 
Universal 
It is the war:mest desire of everyone to 
bring this war to an end as speedily as pos-
sible. There is absolute unanimity on that 
point. The enemy, as well as ourselves, is 
straining every nerve with the object of 
bringing about peace. He, of course, is 
aiming at a peace which will leave him mas-
ter of the world, and able to extort an in-
demnity large enough to repay him for his 
expenditure of blood and treasure, and ab-
solutely ruin his opponents. We are de-
termined that he shaH not succeed. We 
have made up our minds that cost what it 
may, we shall go on until humanity and 
civilisation have taken a capable and wide 
revenge upon t~ose who have trampled 
upon all laws human and divine. 
There is no dispute as to the means 
which must be used to bring rubout the 
final victory. Men, money, ·and munitions 
are needed. In spite of the enormous sum 
required, the Empire shows no sign of 
inability to meet all calls. 
Munitions were a serious question ear-
lier in the year, but there is every reason 
to believe that the output is now satisfac-
tory. Men have been raised in millions by 
we must be tyrannised over by aca-
demic conservatism in this respect. 
As 'it is desirable that the Magazine 
accounts be settled in order as soon 
as possible, all those students to whom 
magazines have been "issued and who 
intend to pay their subscriptions am 
urged to do so without delay. Payment 
may be made to the editor or sub-
editor. 
After the publication of this issue our 
year of office closes. Before laying 
do,vn the pen we wish to convey our 
thanks to those who materially or im-
materially assi3ted us with contributions 
in :prose or ve!se, and to those who _by 
thell' commercial acumen assisted in the 
business management of the magazine. 
We beg monotonously to reiterate the 
complaint of the scarcity of spontaneous 
contributions, and only hope ·that our 
successors will be more fortunate (in 
this respect than we have been _ 
Service. 
vO'luntary enlistment. In spite of all this, 
we have not succeeded in driving the Huns 
out of France .and Belgium, and we have 
not forced tJhe Dardanelles, while on the 
other hand the enemy has not only 'held 
his own, but he hati inflicted a terrific blow 
upon Russia, and is now preparing for what 
he hopes will be a crushing offensive on the 
Western and Southern fronts. And so 
there is an uneasy feeling that things are 
not going well, and that we are not mak-
ing tlhe 'best use of our resources, more par-
ticularly with regard to men. 
The fact that we are merely asking men 
to come forward for mi'litary service, while 
every other nation exeept America, if she 
can be called a nation, in view of her "hy-
phenated'' population, is ordering them to 
do so, is one whieh amazes those who do 
not understand our history. 
But there it is, and twelve months ago 
not one of us would have imagined that 
any military system other than a voluntary 
one, was possible in the British Empire. 
There w:as certainly compulsory service in 
Australia and New Zealand; but in name 
only, and when war came, Australia and 
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New Zealand raised their fighting men by 
voluntary r ecr uiting on the same way as 
every other British soldier has been enlisted 
for many a long year. 
A great change has come over public 
opinion in the last few months, and the 
voluntary system is in the . balance. The 
-Opponents urge that it is unfair, and that 
it is wasteful. It is unfair because it puts 
upon the individual the very serious duty 
of d.eciding whether he go or not, 
and it is wasteful because it takes the brav-
est and the best, and leaves the shirker and 
the unfit. In its place they would put 
cmnpulsory universal service. 
In theory compulsory universal service is 
uno'bjectiona'ble. As Sir Thomas Erskme 
May pointed out, there is nothing incom-
patible witl:)- freedom in aforced levy of 
men for the defence of the country, and it 
may be submitted to in the freest repulblic 
like the payment of taxes. Of course, com-
pulsory service which is not universal, is 
highly objectionable. There are advocates 
at the present day for what is known as 
Impressment. I mpressment of soldiers for 
the war was formerly common, and was ex-
ercised as par t of the Royal prerogative. 
During t he American Rebellion impress-
ment was permitted in the case of idle and 
disorderly persons not follmYing any lawful 
trade, or hav._inrg some substance sufficient 
for their maintenance Such men were seiz-
ed upon without compunction, and hurried 
to the war. 'They were rogues and vaga-
bonds who were held to be better employed 
in serving their country than in plunder 
or mendicancy. 
The modern advocate of impressment is 
able to point to large numbers of :a:ble-lbod-
ied young men hanging about the streets, 
or haunting racecourses and 'two-up shops ' 
or worse places, and to ask Why we let 
valualble men lay down their lives, while 
the:::c parasites do the State no service. 
But su0h is the free spirit of our laws, that 
the impressment of the drones would not 
be r egarded with f~vour. 
There :are objections also to another form 
of non-universal compulsory service, which 
is, unfortunately, often confused with uni-
versal compulsory service. 1That is con-
scription. There is an anti-conscription 
l eague in Brisbane; but its objects are not 
to oppose conscription strictly so-called, but 
is apparently merely anti-militarist, and, 
therefore, not of much practical value at 
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a, time when all the world is at war. The 
objections to conscription are similar to 
those w1hich may be urged against impress-
ment. It was introduced in France in 
1798, by a law which provided that the re-
cruits required for military service should 
be compulsorily obtained from the young 
men between 20 and 25, whom _it declrared 
to be legally liable to serve in the army. 
The numbers required are olbtained by lot, 
and there is the right to procure a sub-
stitute. If a man draws a good number, he 
is free. If he draws a bad one, and is able 
to pay for a substitute, he is equally free. 
So that to one man it means personal ser-
vice, to another freedom, to a third the 
payment of a sum of money. 
Those who are dissatisfied with the vol-
untary system, urge that any compulsory 
system which takes its place must be uni-
versal, not only in regard to the individual 
but also in regard to the nature of the ser-
vice demanded of him. They define n11tion-
al service as the duty of the whole able-
bodied population to serve in any capacity 
in which the Government declares their ser-
vices to be needed. 
If the State has any r ight at all against 
its subjects,· and it is obvious that it has, 
the services of every man, woman , and 
child, may rbe required in such a form as 
the State determines. In principle, there-
fore, it must be admit ted that national ser-
vice becomes the bounden duty of every 
subject when called upon to perform it. No 
amount of sophistry can get away from 
this. But the question of compulsory uni-
versal service, as raised at the present time, 
is not an abstract question, of what is right 
or wrong. It is a question of practical ex-
pediency the answer to which is not easy. 
There is great and manifest danger in 
making a change from the voluntary to the 
compulsory system in the middle of a great 
war. In the first place, there is sure to be 
a bitter dispute between the advocates of 
compulsi·on, and those who look with hor-
ror on the Prussianisation of our military 
system, and fear that an expedient forged 
by the necess,ities of war, may be restrained 
or a fetter upon the working classes in time 
of peace. Nothing short of absolutely con-
vincing proof that the voluntary system 
has failed, and that our ·only hope of 
safety lies in compulsory universal service 
will give to the compulsory system that 
overwhelming weight of public opinion 
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whic'h is necessary for carrying it through 
with success. 
Secondly: Even were the new system in-
augurated, there are stupendous difficul-
ties in the way of ·organization. We hear 
tha., every individual in Germany is card 
indexed, and that the twenty odd million 
required for the field and the factory are 
controlled by a clerk, and a stenographer. 
This may be done as the result of the 
training of a nation for centuries and 
years of patient organisation. But can 
~t be brought into operation in a few 
tmonths in a nation which has never learnt 
to obey orders. Could it be expected that 
even the men assigned to the field would 
Book 
Dear U.Q.M.,-
.Men are led lo books by diffe renl 
motives. ~ome read for the :;alee o: 
the information which they expect h 
oblain; some to form a style; others be-
cause il i:; the mode in their come ;· 
of Lhc world; and there a1 e e\-en soml' 
11nhappy people who read lf) counleracL 
yawning, or because they have tired of 
looking from the carriage window. All 
of thesP intere3terl persons arP r, motn 
lll spirit frn ,n th e gen uine 1 e:idPr, with 
whom alone is our affair in these co1-
ums, who reads fo r the simple lnve qf 
reading. Whe ther he 'h e qui te dcs nlhry-
minded, ::l S he often is, or armed wi lh 
a method and a syllabus, which wi:l 
tend to rouse suspicion of the integrity .of 
his motives, or something betwesn thesP 
extre mitir s. he is l) ound to he cnn cerned 
with the grnat question. what to read. 
This probl em urn s1 h WP b e-en easy of 
solution in clas 0 i 0 al times. nr even in 
the davs of the li Pnais·:ame. Then vour 
corre s~·o rnlrn I rn iirht h w~ ' e ' d without 
mrn s11a11 y high nm~ers of aoplication, 
and cert a inly without ;-tr·hi 0 ving fam'e, 
every .hook that was kn nwn lo the classi-
cal or to the Renaissance wnrl d. Now 
the mos't indefatigable oF re8de"S never 
hears of four -fifths of the bo ')ks pub-
lished, and of those whic'1 come within 
·earshot cannot, if he would, read any 
more than half: and to do even this 
would _mean _coi-pplete _ignoranc;e ,of all 
that has descended to us from tlie past , 
which I submit is out of the question. 
,be equipped and trained into soldiers 
·within a short space 'Of time 7 If not, 
what use will they be i 
The truth is that we have had our 
1chance; but we refused to take it. If we 
has listened to Lord Roberts, or Robert 
Blatchford, we would have had a system 
•of compulsory service in full being when 
war came. We did not listen, and it is 
_1ow too late, for any far-reaching scheme. 
But failure in the field will inevitably 
',bring some form of compulsion into oper-
.ation, and, perhaps, the least objedion-
.able of these is the impressment of young 
idle men for service at the Front. 
Talk. 
S,o, 1 have thought or setting dowli., with-
oul, of course. attempting an accent of 
authority. bul merely for the clarifying 
0£ my own views and the eliciting of the 
views of others, a rough sort of list oE 
some English books which the z~alous 
reader cannot afford to miss. 
And l do not propose to say any-
lhing uf lhe Bible and Shakspeare. 
Mosl people begin rea.ding\, I have no 
doub t, with fi clion ; :md at the word 
our th ough ts :ire carried al once, and as 
a malter of course, to the lhree great 
men wh0m convention has pronounced 
chief in lhat d omain of Ji te rature---Scott. 
Thackeray and Dickens. Well .after all, 
convention is m nrc o~t0n i ight than 
wrong. You may .refuse tn adm it the 
ascendanoy of these three ; you may 
call Scott prosy, Dckens a seni timent-
alist, Thackeray-I have fo rgotten the 
stock indictm'ent of Thackeray-but you 
arc virtually compc!lcrl to read : 1hcir 
hooks, their. great -long lcio; ui e 'y ho 1ks. 
Neglecting them . yo u won ld obtain b ut 
the merest nodd ing acq uain b nre with 
English fi c1ion. And aft?r lhern ? On 0 
must . certainly rPad Finl ding _ ___:_ "Tnm 
Jones," at least ; Jane A11sten in. say, 
"Emma" and "Pride an rl r cj11dice" ; the 
Brontes in "Jane Eyre" a·! d "Wutbe i 1r; 
Heights" ; and "Adam Dede," i '. noth;ng 
else of George Eliot's. Then there 'is 
the som'bre Gissing. He wrote multi-
tud inonsl y. and n1l.ist not be entirely 
neq;lected : one might choose out of the 
many, say, "Demos" and "The Nether 
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World." I had almost overlooked An-
thony Trollope, _two or three of whose 
Barsetshire novels are 'entitled to a place 
in our list. 
What ,of Meredith and Hardy? At its 
worst, Meredith's style is impenetrable, 
but it would be a pity not to know 
"The Egoist" (one may skip the im-
possible first chapter); and "Richard 
Fevcrel," in some respects his finest 
work is, J\l(': cdilhi mi y speaking, easy. 
ln th'e cas.i o[ .\lr. Hardy, it i:; \Vith the 
matter of his books lhat the critics gen-
erally cruarrel: his style is one of the 
very greatest in the language. L_ am ~ 
Hardy enthusiast, and . should h~e .. to 
name here a 'dozen of his books; [a1lmg 
that, it may at least he sairl that :'fhe 
Woodlandcrs"' and "Far lrorn Jhe 11rnd-
ding Crowd" can scarcely bruise the 
most. scnsiti\'C soul. With . Hardy we 
are brought to the present day .and diffi-
culties of perspective which must make 
his name the last in our division of 
fiction. 
When we reach the next division of 
our list, which had better be de~otcd to 
writers of prose other than fict10r1, the 
names come thi ck and fast. Whether 
Kipling has pis proper place he re or 
above Is not importa11 L, so long a;; we 
run no risk of omitting him alto;!ether. 
There is no one in English at afl like 
Kipling: perhaps no O)lC anywhere The 
national mond of ,and ior which 1w1 w it er; 
may be mcrelv a mood and transitnry: 
of that we cannot yet be certain. But 
that 1he mood has· had an adnal ancl 
vi (rorous esislence. anrl that Kfoling has 
11 ~ated it with genins, 0f thesP thin-ss 
1herc is no rruestion at all. Next, dnwn 
go the names of the greal essayists-
H1.zlitt and Lamh, DP Quincey and Lci sh 
B•mt ~fotthew ~\ mold. Fron de: you can-
not s'pare any of the se. Ynu mu"t hwe 
J\faca1.1Jay. Tn spite of a certain com-
monness ol' soul, he is a bi~ fi~nrP in 
English lilerntnrc. You are on1y ha1f-
rnad without vour "S1iech br" ro~ na1t> 
of it. at le'lst) . vo1n "Vic::tr of Wake-
field" vour "Tr1stram Shandy." and, 
lhourzh the gentle harmony be spoiled, 
mu r "(iullivP"." The "Pilgrim's Pro-
;;ress" is cssenlial. and so io:; "Robin-
son Crusoe." You '."ho•1ld rrad Bac..., n's 
"Essays" in whole or in part. The 
"l\Iort d'Arthur" and "Florio's Mon-
taigne are both of the first importance, 
though you are by no means certain 
to be pleased by either of them. (I hope 
you have not been expecting my list to 
be Qrderly.) · 
It is hardly necessary to name Ruskin; 
":::iesame and Lilies" is almost invariably 
the .point of entrance to serious read-
ing. ~·Sartor Resartus" iand "Heroe,s and 
Hero .Worship" are found 'difficult at 
first acquaintance, and wonderfully stim-
ulating afterwards . You cannot be cool 
with Carlyle: either you have a passion 
for him, or you are in a passion with 
him. But I a~n suspicious that someone 
has s,aid something like this before. 
G i hbon, of course, is rnon nrncntal--iu -
convenienLly so ,ind eed! If your heart 
J aints at the prospect oJ: the "Decline 
an<l Fall' you have my swift sympathy: 
clon'L set yourself a task, but dip into 
lhc formidable work at intervals, and 
read while the impetus last:; . You will 
probably ]Je astonished to find that an 
hour has slipped away. Green's "Short 
History" is, of course, a classic, and 
runs much more easily than the "De-
el ine and Fall." King lake's "Eothen" 
and Borrow's "Lavengro" . or "Bible _in 
~pain" are notable books, unmatched 
iu their kind. and first-rate r0ading. 
\\'ith regard to Newman. Jilernry hi-.;-
lo rians arc so _well a~reed on the -;111Jj,·ct 
of his i;nerit, and so uncomprorni ;ing 
::tl>out it, that I sn~posc he is l') b0 1 e1.d. 
But, for my r::trf:t I am bound l0 adm·t 
that the ",.\pnlogia" has rPpul secl me 
lwicc, thongh to be sure, I have reaCl. 
some .of the University add e;se -; wi!h 
unco!1Jmon pleasure. And Stevenson-
well, "Tre~sure Island" should be added 
to our first division, arid you will also 
read · "Virginibus Puerisque" and the 
''Vailima Letters," if nothing els.e. (I 
must be curt with Stevenson, or he 
will entice me out of the path.) 
Talking of letters, we are told that 
the great letter-writers are Walpole, 
Cowper, Lamb, and Fitzgerald; but of 
the·se I know Fitzgerald not at all, and 
Cmvper only very ;>lightly. Tn bio-
graphy, Boswell-the rods are almost 
synonymous. 
l will close this rough list, which has 
insisted uprm hcin~ much rongher thRn 
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I had intended, by declining ,the re-
sponsibility of selecting poets. The stan-
dard poets, whether they be read or not. 
are on every book-shelf. The lon~r of 
poetry will choose his own favourites, 
looking conternptllonsly upon the choice 
of others, and for the reade r who is not 
specially drawn to verse,. the "Golden 
Treasury" and the "Oxf9rd Book o[ 
Verse," if faithfully cultivated. will be 
found slifficient. 
Yours, BOOK WOR'JI 
THE COMPLAINT OF AN UNDERGRAD. ON A 
HOT NIGHT IN THE 3rd TERM. 
Air: "Oft in the Stilly Night." 
Oft In the sultry night 
Ere slumber's chain has bound me, 
How I have sworn at sight 
Of countkss books around me. 
The printed page of every age 
Appears where'er I turn, 
And now at last, the mad'ning blast 
Of hot winds makes me squirm 
Tl>.us in the busy night 
While tone on tone surrounds me 
I e'en must spurn delight 
For piles of work lie round me. 
I must remember all 
These facts, so linked together? 
They certainly must ppaal 
When coupled with such weather. 
I feel like one who treads alone 
Some deep and miry highway, 
And sinks to curse, in one long burst, 
The non-existent byway. 
Such is the awful byway, 
Such ls the awful plight, 
E:icams. can bring upon me: 
I must sit up all night, 
Or else they're sure to plough me. 
The University. 
- S. 
I have received from my publishers late-
ly a small volume issued by the Government 
Tourist Bureau, and purporting to be a 
guide to various places of interest in the 
e11virons of Brisbane. Among other mat-
ters, it contains a description of ''that far-
famed architectural monument,'' the 
Queensland University. As the subject is 
one of the greatest interest, I shall try the 
reader's patience so far as to give the sub-
stance of the description, relying on the 
book, of course, for facts; but being myself 
solely responsible for the phraseology. 
The building itself, then, is a fine ex-
ample of that mouldy style in architecture, 
so much affected by designers all over 
Queensland. It is built in the form of a 
holow square and stands, externally, ''four-
square to all the winds that blow." But the 
unusual feature of the design is the quad-
rangle in the centre of the square, a feature 
which, though by many considered unortho-
dox, undoubtedly rounds off the countour 
of the place, and lends an added grace and 
symmetry to the whole. 
The building is a two-storied one. On 
the ground floor are situated the first story, 
and the quadrangle. Above that is the 
second story, including a roof, and aibove 
that again is the sky. All around the place, 
and on every side, are well-laid-out gar-
dens, sylvan walks, and delightful green 
lawns, reminding one of the village com-
mons of the Old Country. 
Entering the Domain by the George St. 
gate, the visitor faced at once by a drive. 
Proceeding along the latter, and-if a stran-
ger to the place-keeping a sharp look-out 
near all dark places, and odd corners for 
professors, one has on the right hand that 
series of beautiful architectural monuments 
known conjointly as the" Central Technical 
College.'' l£n the bright morning sun they 
stand out in unveiled splendour,-a sym~ 
metrical row of quadrangular edifices, al-
most Grecian in their severe simplicity. In 
one solitary instance has this barrenness of 
ornament ·been departed from. On the 
central !building of the lot, on the front, and 
over the main entrance, there is a clock. I 
have not space here to describe this pious 
memento of Father Chronus, 'but can only 
state that it is remarkable both in appear-
ance and design. The impression conveyed 
by these buildings is heightened still more 
by contrast, when the visitor perceives oc-
ca~ionally a rural-looking scaffolding erec-
ted against the side of a building, with de-
lightful men in their shirt-sleeves up on 
the scaffolding, or beneath it eating their 
dinner, and talking in a delightful patois, 
in which the visitor might catch now and 
then a '' Gor' blimy, '' or something thus:-
'Goin' to see the stoush:-UP to-night, Bill?' 
''Mita hook.'' 
But we are loitering, and students are 
passing in flowing robes and eyeing us cur-
iously, as though we were some strange ani-
mal. Advancing, therefore, down the afore-
mentioned drive, we reach what my guide-
book describes as " a super.b example of 
scientific landscape gardening.'' Here are 
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patriarchial trees and waving palms, green, 
well-trimmed lawns, beds of roses and sweet 
peas, and sunflowers, hedges, laurel trees, 
professorial tennis courts, and students re-
clined there-among. Nor is contrast want-
ing here. F'or, turnning suddenly a corner 
of a garden-path, one is 'brought up face to 
face with a notice: "Keep off the Grass!" 
reminding us, even 1amid t11ese sylvan 
scenes, of the ubiquitous presence of law 
and order, eternal enemies of romance, rep· 
resented here by professorial :fiat. 
But our business now is with the univer-
sity building itself. Leaving all this then, 
alHl turning off from. th(' llrin~ to the 
right, we have before us a portico, being 
the entrance to the Senate-room. This por-
tico is in the 'plain' style of architecture, 
but is given a certai:ft rugged grandeur fly 
the huge stones which serve as steps up to 
it, which are fully a foot thick, and when 
the frame thus provided is filled by the 
form of the revered Registrar (on his way 
to morning tea at 'Puff's'), and is finished 
off by the clinging honey-suckle above, the 
total effect is awe-inspiring to a degree 
only fully intelligible to University stu-
dents. The Senate-room itself is the 'Holy 
of Holies' of the University. Well, does the 
trembling student know that room! Over 
its door there starids for him, in letters in-
visi:ble indeed, but only too legible, the aw-
ful words, ''Abandon Hope, all ye who en-
ter here." For here appear before the 
'Board' all ordinance-breakers, to receive 
their doom, whether they be chalk-throwers, 
or water-throwers, whether they have come 
ungowncd to lectures, or have not come at 
all, whether they have counted-out their 
lecturer, or whether they have trod too 
heavy on the stair. Verily, the way of 
transgressors is hard, and many there be 
that travel it. 
Beyond the Senate-room lie realms that 
no man knows. Since the University has 
been esta'blished, Walter, the -janitor, has 
abode there in the bosom of his family. Far 
be it from us to encroach on that sacred 
region, that haven of peace and domestic 
felicity in the midst of a troublous and 
noisy world. 
In this same bower crouch lumber rooms, 
places of mystery, that frown at the intru-
der stonily as he passes, and invite no 
further inspectivn. In pre-university days, 
this was the realm of servants, given up to 
the mysteries of cuisine and scullery, where 
Tom and Sarah fought battles royal with 
the duster and the broom, and other doings 
of the like nature filled up the petty round 
of daily life. 
But we are gentlemen, and visitors, and 
&n•·h plebeian things concern us not. We 
hac.ten on to regions of a nobler fame. W c 
come next to the rooms of the various mcn1. 
bers of staff. But of these we have little 
to tell. Professors and lectures are retiring 
characters, who do not tell their secrets to 
the world. Would that they did, now that 
exams. draw near! But they only sit in 
their dens, and brood· darkly of the differen-
tial calculus, and the square of the circle, 
of the possibilities of electricity as an at-
tractive force, of the V. L 's of Verral, of 
the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum, and 
of the Impossibility of the Eternally Un-
real. J But 1chiefly and universally they 
think of the Ploughing of the Students. 
Almost the only occasion on which they con-
sent to relinquish these amusements is when 
they "Throw down their manuscripts and 
marbles, and go and learn the way to fire 
a gun." Occasionally, however, one of 
them may be seen airing his knowledge on 
a verandah chair. · But such occurrences 
are rare. Professorial knowledge is of too 
delcate a texture to stand much airing. 
All these rooms, together with the office-
rooms, look out on to the quadrangle men-
tioned at the beginning of this article. In 
pre-university days, when the building was 
still the residence of the State Governor, 
these rooms were, mainly at least, sleeping 
apartments. One can imagine how weird 
whispers floated across the quadrangle on 
moonlit nights, whilst the stars peered 
down, and saw the stealthy cat, that stalked 
some unsuspecting mouse amid the tank-
stands, and the first-buckets. The story is 
told how one such cat upset a :fire-bucket on 
its back, and Her Ladyship rushed down 
into the quadrangle, shouting: ''Fire, 
fire!'' and how the yardman, in his confu-
sion, turned the hose on to her before the 
alarm was proved false. Ye Gods, why 
were ye not there to see? 
Many more such reminiscences could be 
quoted, but my garrulity is out-running 
my space. .Such remarks as I had to offer 
on the architecture of this part of the build-
ir.g must be omitted, and the visitor taken 
straight on to the front portion. This now 
routains the lecture rooms and the library. 
This portion reproduces in a most remark-
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able manner the design of the whole, th? 
r11oms being arranged round the main hall 
\d1ich again is represented on the seco· ... l 
story by a wide gallery running all the wav 
round, giving off on to several lectur~­
rooms. One of these latter, we may note by 
the way, is closed for repairs, owing to the 
impromptu bun-fight held there by some of 
the staff on a certain afternoon a few da vs 
ago. The stairway leading up to the gal-
lery is o:f a most remarkable . d:esign, being 
interrupted during its upward course by 
two landings, and having each step orna-
mented by a thick band of some unknown 
metal, fastened along the outer edge. Each 
landing is provided with mirrors for the 
women-students to arrange their gowns in. 
The foot of the stairs is ornamented 1by a 
fancy ga:s-jet, used!, presumably, in pre-
university days, to light the foot of the 
stairs. This gas-jet is of metal, beautifully 
chased, and inlaid with rust. The gas is 
supposed: to flow from a perennial :fount, 
which sprang-up where the winged horse 
"Castlemare" (the Melbourne Cup Fav-
ourite of 19-, and a rich harvest for the 
booki€s) last touched earth, before ascend-
ing to heaven in a cloud of fire. But recent 
critics have pointed out that at the date of 
this alleged occurrence, the present 'build-
ing had long ·been erected, and the horse in 
its ascent must have flown through the 
roof. The investigations of a plumber point 
to the conclusion that the gas is 'brought 
by means of a pipe from a certain profes-
sorial sanctum, but so far its source can be 
traced no further. 
The gallery on the second story gives a 
fine view of the main hall below, whilst 
the view from the lecture-rooms themselves 
is ev•en better, includ.ing, as it does, a ver-
andah, the lawns and gardens beyond. the 
desks and !black-boards, and on rare occa-
sions,-when the weather is £nc. of the lec-
turers. 
The every-day Jife that centres roun<l this 
front portion of thr, building is too well 
known to need any descri.ptfon herr. There 
remains, then, only the common-rooms, and 
these, being outside the pfan of the original 
building, and built purely for utilitarian 
purposes, and of the plainest materials, do 
not merit a place in an article which aims 
at being something more than a mere cata-
logue of rooms and of furniture. Here, 
therefore, onr little review of the Univer-
sity Buildings closes. Their merits as a tonr· 
ist resort have as yet been discovered only 
by unappreciative, and unappreciated doo·s 
and a few stray couples, who have i~va~i~ 
ably looked very much lost and who have 
departed again just so soon ~s they re-found 
themselv~s. To ~h~se we may perhaps, add 
ihe physical trammg enthusiasts from the 
Technical College, who so much disturb lec-
krers as they pass. May we venture to 
hope that the yrominence now given to the 
place may brmg about a largely increased 
influx of the same desirable classes of tour-
ists. 
RIFLE CLUB NOTES. 
Apparently, enthusiasm for hard work 
such as drill, varies inversely with the rise 
of the thermometer. 
'' Sumer is icumen in,'' and there has 
been a slight decrease in the attendance of 
members. But, notwithstanding this de-
crease numerically, there is no decrease in 
the enthusiasm of individuals. 
Tho' hampered slightly owing to a short-
a;ge of rifles, we are making very good pro-
gress with the work undertaken. Platoon 
work is now the order of the day, and it is 
mucl~ ·n;iore in~eresting doing the real thing, 
-drillmg with ri!fies,-even though the 
rifles have corners. One has only to ex-
amine, and not very closely either, the 
Htructure of the human frame to be fully 
convinced that man was not meant for war. 
If he were, there would certainly be some 
provision made, in the shape of a fleshy pad 
for supporting the weight of a rifle. As it 
is, there is nothing but a very hard bone 
vulgarly known as the collar-bone, aisainst 
which several hard corners on the rifle de-
light to rub. This bone, no doubt, would 
support the weight of a collar without much 
discomfort, but ii is a misuse of nature's 
provisions to turn it into a rifle-1bone. Per-
haps, in the proct>ss of time, this may be 
rectified; but pending improvements mem-
bers have been known to remedy the <lefect 
by means of a pocket handkerchief, applied 
locally. 
We have established a small library of 
books useful to members who wish to make 
themselves efficient. Some of our mernlbers 
haYe decided to sit for examination for com-
missions on the Reserve List, and are mak-
ing good use of this means of acquiring 
some of the necessar)' information. 
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lt ir:; hoped that the Rifle Club may be 
able to continue its regular parades during 
the long vacation. 'l'his will be done if 
r:;ufticient members will be residing in Bris-
bane during that period. 
We wir:;h to express our thanks, as this 
will be the last opportunity this year, to 
Major Saunders for his untiring interest 
on our behalf, and also very especially to 
those members of the Citizen ~'orces who 
have taken charge of the various squads, 
aud helped us in our endeavours to handle 
a rifle as if it were not a twenty-foot ladder. 
-H. 
1Ei\J.0Jb CLUB. 
The club is now practicalry ue.;e1 Led, 
so Lhere is noLhing much Lo report. 
:::l,everal of the most enthusiastic mem-
bers have Laken up_ boating, and, under 
Lhe able tuiLiou ol "Ham," are rapidly 
becoming professionals. 
The tournament is at last a lhing of 
the past. 1.t was begun "way back in 
'58." one might almost say, and war:; 
brought to a conclusion only _a few dayr:; 
ago. For many reason.:;-the proximity 
of exams being, perhaps ,the greatesL-
the .major-ity of lhe competitors qeglected 
practice. and conseg_uently did not ex-
hibit .their best form. However, very 
hearty congratulations are tendered to 
Lhe winnern of the respective events, 
and especially to those who were nol 
regular players, but were . good enough 
sports to compete: it is to lie hoped tha! 
their success will encourage more en-
thusiar:;ts, not included in the teams, to 
Lake pait next time. 
The winners of the several e\·enls 
were:-
Singles Championship of the Uni\·er-
sily: Mr. H. V. Horn. 
i\Iixed Doubles (handicap): Mi,,;s Ban-
croft and Mt'. V. D. McCarthy. 
Women's Doubles (handicap ) : Misses 
V. Forrest and A. Peterson. 
Women's Singles (handicap ) : Miss V. 
Forrest. 
i\Ien's Singles (handicap): l\f r. .T. F 
Neilson. 
The Brisbane Sports Depot, as in pre-
vious years, generously presented the 
Singles Championship \.v ith a racq11et. 
It was found necessary to abandon the 
:Men's Douhles (_handica•i) owing to th0 
uep_Clil lure of htree oJ the comuetitors 
Lo join the A.I.F. 
A few players ~ompeted in the evenLr:; 
of lhe . Q.L. LA. Patriotic Tournament, 
and enjoyed thems·elves very much. We 
congratulate Mr. Quinn _upon winning 
the ~unior Championship ot Queensland 
again this .year. 
ln the :::l.L.T. Patriotic Tournament, 
loo, the University was ably, though 
not numerously, represented. 
The improvements spoken of early in 
lhe year have not been "shelved," but 
will be effected in the long vacation. 
Messrs. Brydon, Kennedy, Fryer, Dun-
bar, an.cl Barbour have joined the A.I.F. , 
and l\Tr. Graham has been "called up" to 
inslrncl at the camps, since the last 
issue of lhc magazine. We wish them 
all good speed and a safe return. 
CH IUS rIAN UNION 0JOTES. 
The Annual General Meeting of the 
above Union was held on August 3. An 
early date was chosen owing to the pre-
sence in Brisbane of two -0f the travelling 
Secretaries :-Miss Herring, B.Sc., and Mr. 
Wisewould, B.A. By this arrangement the 
Incoming Executive were able to obtain 
valuable advice from these Secretaries. 
Following are the Executive for this year: 
1President: :\fr. E. W. C. Holdaway; 
Vice-presidents: Miss Mcintyre and Mr. E. 
C. Walker; Corresponding Seeretary: Mis, 
Fitzpatrick; Recording Secretary: Mr. L. 
Harwood; Treasurer: Mr. A. B. Grim<'S; 
(Men's), Miss Peterson (Women's;. l\fr. 
Crellin was appointed Assistant-Secre-
tary. 
The report of the outgoing President 
revealed a healthy state -0£ affairs. It was 
,found that attendance at meetings had 
&:cne up to a consider.able degree, and 
that interest seemed to have been gener-
ally awakened" Particularly was this true 
of the men. 
The Treasurer's report, too, was highly 
satisfactory. · 
'There have not been any religious meet-
ings at the University since the Annual 
General Meeting. But this does not mean 
that work has ceased. On the contrary, 
the Executive has been very busy prepar-
ing for its year's "campaign." AftJr thn 
variou8 committees had been organised, its 
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attention was turned to the Annual Ser-
vice, which was held in the Baptist Taber-
nacle, on the evening of Sunday, Septem-
ber 26. 
The service was sueicessful from every 
point of view. There were fully sixty 
members of the University present, seats 
J:aving been specially reserved for them. 
Mr. Elton Mayo read one lesson, an~ Mr. 
Seymour read the other. The President 
gave a short address on the aims of the 
Student Christian Movement, and Rev. 
Scott-Fletcher, Master of King's College, 
was the preacher. The Executive desire 
to thank Rev. Scott-Fletcher and the of-
ficials ·of the Tabernacle for their kindness 
and courtesy in arranging the service. 
The next great event in the C.U. world 
is the Summer Conference. It had been 
suggested that each University should hold 
a separate one; but owing to the war, this 
seems impracticable. For the benefit of 
"fresliers" we may say that these Confer-
ernces are held during the long vacation, 
and are of the utmost importance to mem-
bers of the Christian Union. Delegates 
and members of the various Unions meet 
and confer on matters whch concern all 
branches. Nor is the socal side neglected; 
and those members who can are advised 
to attend for their own profit an dpleasure 
as well as for the benefit of the movement 
in general. Special terms are nbtained, 
and students are well looked after. It has 
not been decided when the next Confer-
ence will be held, but it seems probable 
that New South Wales and Queensland 
will hold a combined Conference in Syd-
ney. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
The MusicaiJ. Society has now completed 
its year, ending brilliantly with two con-
certs and a trip. The annual concert was 
held on September 18th, in the open-air at 
the University. The concert was very suc-
cessful a good audience appreciating the ProO'ra~me .a full account of which is given 0 , • 
later. At the conclusion of the evenmg, re-
freshments were provided by the womer1, 
while the collection for the University Red 
C:voss realised over £7 . 
The following Saturday the programme 
was repeated for the benefit ?f ·the. 31st 
battalion at Enoggera, to a fair audience. 
The close way in which the Society has 
held together throughout the year was well 
exemplified in the five rows of members in 
the motor bus on the way home. There 
were two seats. Much of the singing in the 
bus was as good as anything the Society has 
yet done. 
'The Society has every reason to congratu-
late itself on the regular attendance of its 
· members throughout the year. 
'Dhe following account of our programme 
has been supplied, based on current Ger-
man communiques, which exhibit to a mark-
ed degree, the artistic and picturesque qual-
ities that the Society aims at. 
Night attack by Musical Society, south-
ern front:- September 18th, We com-
menced the offensive with a direct frontal 
attack on the Men of Harlech, which was 
completely successful) two verses being 
taken. We encountered stubborn resistance 
with Old Mother Hubbard; but succeeded 
in hacking a way through, though with en-
tire lack of transport. A strong party 
reconnoitering Jack Sprat obtained valu-
able information, the plateau being found 
unoccupied. The commissariat operations, 
which the Little Tommy division had in 
view, appear to have 1been unsuccessful; but 
we g-ained a slight local sucress with Com-
rades in Arms. A strong counter attack 
upon Laughing failed entirely, leaving us 
nnshaken. We pursued the Shades of Even-
ing till nightfall, temporarily shattering 
the usual means of communication. In the 
Peter Piper section the rapidity of fire 
caused slight local breakdowns, 1but deeds of 
fine individual effort were performed by 
Mi·ss A'ldridge. Mr. Cooling, and Mr. Niel-
S·On. 
Later in the evening all the trenches 
t aken were evacuated. 
~E. C. H. 
WOMEN'S ·CLTTB 
We have just conclude(! :i successful 
vear 's activities. The Annual GPneral Meet-
ing of the Club was held on 20th Septem-
her, when the elMtion of offl c, .. s resulted 
as follows :-
President. Miss Bage ; : graduate vice-
president, Miss Phip·ps; undergraduate 
vice-president, Miss Peterson; treasurer, 
Miss Peberdy; secretary, Miss Bancroft. 
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The following mernlbers were chosen £or 
the committee:-
3,rd .year arts, Mis!) Lockington ; 2nd 
year arts, Miss 0. Adam; science, Miss K. 
Adam. 
We desire to thank our retiring presi-
dent, Mrs. Mayo, for the unselfish work 
she has done, and the keen interest she 
has taken in all the activities of the Club. 
The Language of Hands. 
Beneath a tree in moonlight-bathed night 
Earth dwellers twain drank in the glorious 
breath 
Of ev 'nings balmy air. 
The maiden's eyes were mystic, tlewy-
·bright, 
And wonderful her brow-embracing hair. 
And soft and rounded from some filmy 
web 
Gleamed in the night her neck, but equal-
led 
Ry her white passive hand. 
Small wonder that the man's swift feel-
ings sped 
To thoughts of love, he hastened to de-
mand 
In quick insistent touch. Do you love me' 
A spirit nestled in the list 'ning tree 
When thrice the answ'ring pressure thrill-
ed his frame, 
''I love you,'' ''No, I don't,'' which might 
it be? 
Heart tremibling asked his fingers then 
"How .much?" 
In cold disdain she might have turned her 
head-
111 ecstasy she answered! him instead. 
-Pebble. 
Training College Notes. 
With the close of this term closes also 
the two-year scholarship of the first batch 
of Training College Students, and, accord-
ing to the •conditions of the scholarships, 
some will be granted an extension for an-
other year, while some will go out into ac-
tive service as teachers. 
As there is practically nothing to record 
of this term's doings, it might be well to 
review the whole of the period we have 
been in college. 
How the time has gone! It is a common 
enough saying but it is none the less true. It 
is hard to realise that two years have passed 
since the first body of students entered 
Queensland 's Training College, and began 
to ru1b the corners off one another, and to 
talk shop. It is the privilege of mem1bers 
of this noble army of martyrs to talk shop, 
and we have certainly enjoyed our privilege 
to the uttermost, at times past the utter-
most. And· then too, som.e of us have had 
innumerable corners knocked off in the 
general course of our activities. 
A Student Teachers' Associaton has been 
formed to further the interests of the stu-
dents in every way. Matters have certain-
ly not all ·gone smoothly in connection with 
our meetings, and we have had some most 
interesting,-and prol.onged,-and ad-
journed debates. But even so there has 
been through it all a feeling of comradeship 
though we could not see how the other fel-
low-al ways the other fellow-could hold 
such opinions and still keep out of Goodna. 
Of course our reason for being here is to 
be trained as teachers; and our period· !being 
now over, and that biessed state of uncer-
tainty existing as to who shall be taken, and 
who shall be left, those of us who are stay-
ing wish those of us who are going the best 
of success in the work that is awaiting. 
Onr duties may lie in fields far apart. Some 
of us may have to argue with a man who 
'' w hoas'' his bullock-team outside the 
school gate, and with his whip in his lunJ 
comes along to know "Wot right yer got 
ter hammer my Bill?'' Others again may 
rpceiw neat little notes on scented paper 
stating that '' Gwendoline is severely indis-
posed, and must refrain from attending 
· school for a few days.'' Truly the teacher's 
lot is an uncertain one. But wherever we 
may be and whatever our duties, we shall 
not forget the good times spent together. 
Answers to Correspondents. 
(At the present day every magazine wor-
thy of the name, .and many ·of those un-
worthy of the name, h.as some such •Col-
umn as this, no doubt, having for its ob-
ject ,to gratify readers who are thirsting 
for enlightenment on miscellaneous topics. 
Generally these columns are headed by 
romantic titles such ar;, "Will you tell 
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me 7'' ''The Question Box,'' Seek and ye 
shall find," etc., etc. We have decided 
to folLow this precedent not blindly be-
cause it is .a precedent; but making utility 
our prime motive. Lack of space prevents 
us answering all the questions submitted; 
but we 1promise that all correspondents 
will be dealt with severely and in turn. 
All letters should be addressed to Locker 
50403, or carefully mislaid on .the Janitor's 
family hearth. He wish the general pub-
lic to refrain from trivialities. Questions 
on Metaphysics, French Polishing, Numis-
matics, and 'Commercial !Travelling are 
strictly de'barred). 
PERPLEXEiD :-The grass lawns at the 
University have been prepared, and .are 
kept in order by a benevolent Senate, for 
the sake of providing the students with 
something to keep off. 
'E::\fERY :-Biology does not deal with 
the amorous side of life. A biological ex-
cursion is made for the sake of .a purely ac-
ademic enquiry in its scientific aspects. 
NON SINE PULVERE :-Your "apos-
trophe to a Blue-bottle fly kicked to death 
by a grasshopper,'' is too extreme .an ex-
ample of the telaesthetic sd10ol to suit our 
readers' taste. 
MYTH :-Your theory is ingenious, but 
incorrect. The Greek God ''Ares'' corres-
ponds to the Roman God ''Mars,'' and 
they both correspond to the Queensland 
'' Arjace." 
QUERY :-Don't 1be ridiculous! 0£ 
course the J. Michie who was appointed 
piper on the battleship is not the classics 
professor of the Queensland 'Varsity. I 
would recommend you to one of the lat-
ter gentleman's lectures to sharpen your 
wits. 
TOUCHSTONE :-Before we print your 
MSS you would oblige by informing us 
whether it is a funny attempt to be serious 
or a serious attempt to be funny 
INQUIRER :-The government of the 
University is vested in a gardener, .a jani-
tor, and .a senate. 
:JIALADY :-Modern psycho-physiolo-
gical research has discovered no more effi-
cacious remedy for insomnia than lectures. 
JACKEROO :-No! Your rendition of 
"Waltz Me Around Again Willie," is not 
at all likely to eh.arm the fair inmates of 
these cloistral halls. A bCYlv tie would 
probably aid you, and fancy socks; but 
above all, try the "Googlie Eye." It is 
warranted to kill at any reasonable dis-
tance. It is affected considerably by the 
warmth of the atmosphere; but acts best 
at "Two in the Shade." 
MUSARUM SACERDOS :-Your sonnet 
on a "Toothpick" which you submitted 
(for criticism only I presume), dis.closes a 
rare talent, es'Pecially in its sallies of 
rhythmical and grammatical unorthodox-
ies. 
. LA BELLE DAME :-You are earnest-
ly invited by the editor to be present at 
the official burning of your "Moonlight 
~el~dies. '' T.he ashes of the past might 
mspue you with something more worthy 
of your peculiar genius. 
VOCALIST asks for the words of the 
song, ''The Things I did when I was Regis-
trar." We have no doubt you refer to 
the wellknown song /beginning thus:-
W11ien I became a registrar 
I curled my fair moustache, 
I told the little students that 
They must keep off the gr.ass. 
And on the day they grant degrees 
I donned my robe of .State, 
And cast on noisy undergads, 
A look of deadly hate. 
We are sorry we have no room for any 
more; but you'll faind the complete Yersion 
in the University Calendah. 
ETYMOLOGIST: Your question is a 
pertinent one, not to say impertinent. The 
suffix "ie" is a diminutive being when 
added to a word equivalent to the adjec-
tive "little." To select some examples 
at random, I may say for instance, "Jo.hn-
nie," and "Michie '.' For further details 
consult any manual of classical antiquities. 
TRANSGRESSOR :-The highest court 
of criminal jurisdiction in the 'Varsity is 
the Board of Faculties. All offences from 
sneezing in aeademic hours, to premedi-
tated absence from lectures, are tried be-
fore this august tribunal, which in its 
time has impossed colossal fines on delin-
<1uents. Si monumentum quaeris aerarium 
a.}spice. 
ETIQUETTE :-It is not necessary to 
return a 'phone call, but it is so often done 
ff.at the practice may be said to have the 
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sanction of custom. But, of course, in such 
matters you must be guided partly by cir-
cumstances. 
SYl\IPATHETIO :-I have not enquired 
of them personally; but think it probable 
that the young ladies who sometimes row 
the· gardens ferry are preparing to take 
the places of "B. Joe" and "Freddie " 
when the latter go to the front. ' 
Correspondence. 
To the Ediitor, U.Q. Magazine, 
Dear Sir,-As an undergraduate mem· 
•ber of the University, I feel it is my duty 
to protest against the rottenness of the 
University Magazine. 
To read a University Magazine should 
be a pleasure, nort a painful duty; but not 
even the most gener·ous-minaea reader 
could say that he rhas ever read one page 
of the above magadine with any feeliug.3 
but those of pity. 
The Editorial staff is not wholly to 
blame, except in so far as greater encour-
agement is not given to the better class nf 
articles. They follow the well-esta'blished 
precedent (at this University) of allowing 
the Magazine to be filled almost entirely 
with the stodgy prosaic doings of t·he vari-
ous clubs. Of rthe few remaining pages the 
Editor fills two or three with meaningless 
piffle about the advant~ges of an Arts 
Course over a Scientific Course, or some 
other equally nauseous blatherskite. 
This, with .a few verses of doggere.l, and 
a correspondence column filled wi•th im-
practicable and worthless suggestions, con-
stitutes the Magazine of t·b.e University of 
Queensland. 
On perusing the last issue of the Maga-
zine, I find three pages on the war and 
the Editorial, twelve on .the doings of 
Clubs three on Book Talk, three and a 
half on so-called funny matter, and three 
on Correspondence, and a few verses of 
doggerel. rFrom these figures we see that 
out of twenty-four pages, less than seven 
1have even the slightest claim on our atten-
tion. The quantity of the readable mat-
ter is undoubtedly small; but when we 
•have read it we appreciate the feelings -0! 
a benevolent editor. 
Not even <the most ardent devourer of 
"Penny Dreadful Literature" would rel-
ish such an article as ''A Man of Iron,'' 
which appeared in your last issue. Never 
before has an article called forth such 
groans of despair; the possibilities of our 
language are qy no means e:xihausted. It 
seems incredi:ble that .any member of a 
University would stoop -to write such 
trash. Far more than any Editor would 
sanction its publication. 
The only other so-called funny article, 
was .a skit on the University War Commit-
tee. The writer slavishly following the 
lines of all the existing literature of this 
University, sets himself -0ut to make fun 
of t·he University Staff. The whole article 
is ridiculous without being even funny. 
The poetry on the whole is written in 
approved Public School style. 'The writer 
has only one object in view; he must have 
consecutive lines rhyming, and in most 
.cases this is accomplished with the entire 
sacrifice of rhythm, melody and even sense. 
The so-called Poem "as it ought to be" is a 
good example of what I mean." 
Having pointed -0ut a feiw of the defects 
of the Magaine, ~t would be unfair to con-
clude without offering a few suggestions. 
Commencing with the Editorial, I think 
it might 'be very much curtailed, or a 
·fitter subject might be chosen. Most of 
the Editorials have hitherto been devoted 
to developing the moral side of the Un-
dergraduate's character. That is all very 
well; but most of the readers know the 
Editor personally, and have a very fair 
idea of the life he leads. I do not me.an 
to cast aspersions on the Edi·tor 's •C1harac-
ter, but when a writer only a year older 
than most of his readers, and possessing 
most of their weaknesses, writes :an ar-
ticle adjuring them to lead good and moral 
lives, I •wonder if he would not be spending 
his time more profitably addressing envel-
opes. T·here is any amount of moral liter-
ature in the library. It is reviews of mat-
ters of daily interest that are needed. 
Perhaps the most lamentable sta.te of af-
fairs is to be found in t·he twelve pages 
or more which are usually devoted to 
Club notes. Very few people read them, 
because if they are interested they have 
re.ad th giE1t of them months ~efore, and if 
they are not interested, they do not want 
to read them. I think we could cut these 
twelve pages aown to six without unduly 
handicapping the Magazine. 
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The usual article on Book Talk could 
be continued, the writer merely •being r0. 
quested to be !!lightly more natural in hi'> 
enthusiasm rwhich at times rises almost to 
the comic paper :height. 
The articles at present conspicuous by 
their absence, which ought to be the main-
stay of the Magaine, are not wr1tten in a 
few minutes without thought. Let the 
Editor advertise in his Mag.azine the need 
for such articles, .and, if need be, let com-
petitions 'be arranged, the best two articles 
to be published, and the winner to be 
awarded a trophy. The cost <lf the trophy 
would be more than balanced by the in-
creased circulation. 
The circulation <lf the Magazine must, 
of necessity, 'be small, but ~t is far smaller 
than need be. Each issue is not ready for 
sale until the last day of term; this means 
that many students have left on vacation. 
and, in consequence, do not buy a 1copy . .At 
present less than 50 ,per cent of the 5tu-
dents are supplied with Magazines. Even 
those who wish to buy ithe Magazine have 
to hunt round for one of theBusiness Com-
mittee, or the Janitor. The aforemention-
ed Committee might do well· if in additio.1 
to notices on 1the board, they set .abont 
selling the Magazines v.rith a little more 
enthusiasm. 
All the above suggesti1ons are practic-
able, and could be carried out in next 
issue. I would not deem my efforts to 
have been in vain if anyone of the above 
evils were eliminated; but I am sure that 
before our Magazine can take its rightful 
place in our literature, we must weed out 
lengthy accuonts ()f the doings of small 
bodies of students, and encourage and fos-
ter real literary talent.-1 am, Sir, etc., 
ENGINE1ER. 
THE 'MAGAZINE. 
Dear ·sir,-
As ·it chanced that I was cnahled tn 
read the letter appearing in this issue 
. from one "Engineer'' before it was sent 
to your editorial sanctum. it ,seemed to 
me that you might apprcriat0 a further 
criticism from on0 who is in no way 
connected with yonr staff. · 
At first one pauses as th0 thought 
occurs that jt is hut rarely one 'lees a 
man engage'd in the more mechanical 
and material side of lif0 prem1ming to 
offer criticism on that which a1)pertains 
lo the highrr \c,·el of mental strife anc1 
cogitation. On this account one docs 
not stop lo notice either the rather van·ue 
mc.aning of some of the sentenc2s, ~ or 
the donbtl\1l qnality of the lanauaae ·in 
\\·hich it is exnrrss.ed. Refle~tio~ on 
the rnaHer brings rorciblv home to the 
reader !he trnth qr Byron"s \vords :-
.A. man must se rve his time to cv'ry trade 
Save ccn~ nrr c rit. ic s all are rcaciy made. 
I do not wish b take ti'fl sDace 0ither 
in critirising thn faulty str'urt 1  re nr th'lt 
ldter or in 11as ~ in ; comments th::it will 
of nerPssitv hr> sn o;gested to 0verv ncr ·· 
son of intelli ,,· rnr0 who nen1ses · it . T 
pass in"(0nd h flrnse trnths which mnv 
on considcrn1i'm lw dr ilnced · f~om that 
review. 
Critiri'lm is. ,,ir. of two lrind'l: destruc· 
tive and constrnrtive. As .it is chean 
~nd easy to dcstrov, so is it clifficnlt and 
· costlv to renair. Nevertheless, it ic; of 
the latter kinrl thq,t I must ven1ure a 
few remark's . With mechaniral precishn 
-due doubtless to his em;ironment-
th_e ,destructive mind of your critir di-
vides the page<:: oF the m'aQ'azine into 
s0ctions of numerical exa'rtitnde: but 
!he~ his acnm0n 'fails to grasn th'0 m::itter 
1 n its true 110rsn0ctive. He romplains 
hoth of the fr0hle natnre of c0rtain 
noems, donhtfnl in their ele; ::ince. and 
or the nancity of wit an·d hnm'onr dis-
nlayed in th0 othPr articles; and hv a 
str:mqe narad0x. he complains likewi,, e 
lhat th0v occnnv but a few pages in 
vour magazine Srnely this lritfer nart 
sh011ld rommend In him the go0d spnc·e 
of the editor n n·rl his staff! Bnt tnrn-
ing from iest to <'arnest, comrl)laint is 
made 1hat at lc>:i st twelve paaes ar0 
rlcvoted in f'lnh NnJes . 11nd :rn endr::n·onr 
is mride to nrov0 tl-ie f0llv of snrh tre1t-
m'ent hv impalinq; the ·nmrnry r0ader 
on the hnrn'l 0f a dilemma . Lik'0 most 
~rans ~f tbnt nntnre. hmyPver. it falls 
mto the fanlt o1 inaneqnate sfatement. 
Tt does not inll0w that ev0rv person 
who is inJer0c;teil in a rlnh will · he so 
intim :i t0 wi1h itc; doinq;s th.<it h~ will not 
car0 to nc>rn se an ::irc'onnt gi,,en nf them 
in the c;t11nent<;' officinl re0nrd nf TJ11 i,·er-
sitv life. Still less rh0' it fnlhw tb:it 
he h;:is oht:iinei! all tl-int lw desires tn 
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know aboul the current cloings of other 
clubs i)rior to lhe publirnliun of thi:; 
magazine-as "Engineer" qnai11Uy ex-
presses it, lhal "they h:l\'e reacl the gist 
of them months IJc!"ore." Whe .e shonld 
such records be reaCl. bul in the Uni-
versity Magazine '> }foreornr. it cl:·es noL 
follow, lwcm1se certain of those who 
purchasP the magazinP clo not wish to 
read these cluh notes, that men and 
women who arc interested in them 
should be pcnalisr/1 hy their orni ;sirm. 
Thus vanishc:; in thin air the protest 
against Cluh Notes and the undne pro-
minence given them . Of the other pro-
test'> against ,-:nious cont~ilrntions rnu-
meraled by him, l pr1opose to say noth-
ing, for clou htlrss qualified assent nfri;ht 
he accor~ded to most of his remarks in 
thrt connPdion. Hrnvever. a ~hternent 
creeps in. similar in kind to the ahovci 
rncnlionerl dilemma. in thaf it contains 
an error of insufficient statement. ft h 
frne thaL the neriodical romes out late 
in the terrn', 'bu·t that is not due so much 
1o the laxity of the shff ·as to the slack-
ness of intcndinq; cont•ibutors who delay 
their articles for an unrlulv lonq; time. 
l\foreoYCl', it is r.-1ot cHfficult to obtain 
copiPs niav br rnaaazine . Persons are 
<1opoinlNl to 1akc tn each col 1 e~e maae-
zines for sale: copies are _given to fu0 
ianitor and also to the lihrarian b son 
to ml"dergraduates. And. in addition, 
copies ma vbe obtainerl from ho'lkPePers 
in the citv. Tn all fairness it anpears 
!hat the cornnlaint oJ diffi<'nltv i~ nro-
c-tiring magazines must he athib1it"rl 
rather h a hrrntv arnl somewhat qnern-
lous .. fondencv to find f:rnll rnthcr th'ln to 
the rlisanpoint11wnl of hnnp -- t en 'dp·wo11r 
Aclverting to the sfaternent abont 1he 
editorial. in truth it must he confes--ed. 
sir, that the lncirl and mastPrfol intro-
duction with which yon provide your 
periodical has long been a sonrce of 
amazPme,nt to me! The age o1 out 
twenty-onP, vears (circiter) :::erves not 
to disqualify anyone from attaininq: a 
wofundity of character that wonld do 
credit to a man of four score years and 
ten; and. donbtless. shoulcl y'onr critif' 
read again the articles of whif'h he 
wrote,. hf will in humbler frame of mini! 
admit that he is force 'd to agree "'ith mv 
contention. .,, 
But, sir. in conclusion I wonld like 
lo notice particnlarJy <.:ertain proposals 
made lJ y that "Eng inc<'r," His idea Lhat 
articles may be obtained conditionally 
upon the hcstowal of a reward consist-
ing of hard cash. has somethina in its 
favour His .remarks contain th~t small 
seeCl of iwrception whence mav spring 
a veritahlr trre of knowledae_:._thonah, 
like Truth, that scrd is welt' conceal;d_ 
"T~e articles at pre~ ent conspicnons by 
their ahsense," he writes. "which ought, 
10 he the mainstav of the maaazine are 
not writlen in a· frw mirrnt~s without 
thonght." ReadinQ: his remarks literally. 
it is rliffif'nlt 1o see how the abrnnce of 
so~nethin.g cair hr the mainsfay of any~ 
lhmg: ~e would nnpear to have spliced 
thr mamhraf'r when half-se1s over in 
I his comment! Nevrrthe1ess. thr trut11 
is _lherr. To writn for the mngazine re-
nmrcs thought: to think well and writn 
rlcarly demand.;; con"'entration and ef-
forl; anrl to give lal)onr g·n1tuitouslv con-
notes a high rlrgree of solicitude for th'r 
corporate well-being. That is whv bis 
su~!lestion for a prf'nniary inf'entive to 
write is ncrrlei!. Pnhlic spirit .in the 
TTnivPrsity. :::ir. i.;; a qnalitv inconsnirn-
ons 1n rn:rnv. '!'here is ::t t"ndencv to 
1rrat the inqfl11tion ao:; a mwe conveni-
rnce . whirh is v::ilnahlr he"raii«e nsPfol 
in 12:ivirw nrosnect" of rn'::i'teria 1 advan-
tn ar in later ]ifp Rnt nnti1 this Pbte 
nf minrl is rrai!ic:iterl thr Univer«itv 
\fa0·azinr will not flonriqh m)leqs it offen; 
n1rl'nnta.rv 1ecnm''en "" e for ::i·t;<'16", tho·wht 
wnr1bv nf nnhlic:iti0n 'J'hP mental nro-
f'r <:;c: rc: of m:mv 'of thr romnonent<:: of 
fhr TTn;vrrsitv >irr '«till in snch an ern-
hrvonif' d1rrr thnt th"V >i»P in<'anahle of 
:innrrcia1inl! the trnr v::il110 0'f Jh" m1..., ... ,_ 
7;nr, nnrl whi1e th')t C'm'diJ;nn "Onfn11rs 
h r'\i"t mrn nf th" tvre of "F,naine_..,r ... 
who - rlr<::irr" n'hvio11c;l-v th" develori1m'.-,nt 
0 f ;i Prnrlndinn 1m'or0 lwfittinr.- tli" "hn"if 
;n...,. () F 011'' TTniv rn·°'ihr will neri'o~re "O'l-
f in,,r h h0,vnil lh" f'1d il1"t r111h N"'P' 
l'<' "ll "V :> "Parr rrl:iHrelv c:o l;p·l'"e · 'l'h0 
""'r0 Nl'' cl () r« not l;e in the f'nrt..,i1m"Pf 0f 
1h"t "'"':irr h 1d ;n th,... fostrrinfl' nf :i 
krrnr" in 1e-·ec: t in thn li'e nf thn 'Vnrc:itv 
as a whole. and in thr enconraaement 
of the exnression in literary Enq;lish of 
s~1c_h thoughts as occur to separate in-
chv1dllals on interesting topics . 
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Mv remarks on this matlrr arr in-
:mirecl solelv hv lhr de-iii e L'> sr e 1h.' 
n~a'l!;azinr or" thi-l Unfrer:;ity in a prosper-
ous condition. T do not wi;;h to appear 
to indulge in personal i1wecti,-e aq:ains1 
"Engineer." The fad that he has he-
stirred himself lo wrilP what· he thinks. 
is srifficient earnest of lhe roinridence 
of his wishes an'd mine. Whal he has 
failed to make cl ea r-nossib 1y b l ea1i'5e 
-is that lhe magazine has not atbinccl 
the standard for which he longs, beranse 
those who critirisr it adverselv refrain 
invariahlv from doinq: anvthing b b0ttrr 
that of '.which thrw disannrove. It is 
cheap and easv. 1 ~aid. tn ' destrov; but 
it i;:; difficult an·a. ro,tlv to rrert an edi-
fice. Whilr fhr nrnj,iritv of 11ndenrrnd-
nates nersid in follnwinq lh0 easv wav. 
and refuse to atternnt to clPnlnn a hPtfer 
magazine hv ronstrnctivP pffnrt. this 
ueriodical mi1s·t rnntinue In hf' what it 
is-a mere rN·orfl of thf' t'li 1 bs of the 
Universitv conplefl with lh ·, erforts of a 
few indiviflnals. 'l'hr th'lnks ;.,f th'f' 'Uni-
versity a re fine tn the ef! i tor fnr makinq: 
the maitazine rven so snrrrssrnl as it 
is, for he has enconntrrerl a nassive 
resi~tanrC' whirh ic; almost fat>il in snch 
a mattN. While lrth<rf(v r·0ntinnes, 'the 
marrazinP mns·t rrmain in mnch thf' same 
conaition ;:is it is at !present; when 
::ictivitv and hoartv r0-onerntinn sucrer'<l 
this stare or inrrt a.nath.v. thP maqazine 
will hr srt fair on thr waY lo :iffain 
that degrer of excellence "hich hoth 
"Enginee1" and myself desiie for it. 
Thanking you, sir, etc, 
S. 
A correspondent writes as follows :-re 
the eternal question of Arts v. Science. In 
Germany to-day we have the spectacle of a 
nation obsessed with the idea of mechanical 
efficiency. The inadequacy of such an ideal 
is amply proved by its results, apart from, 
any question of military success or failure. 
In England on the other hand, we have 
more fully expressed the ideal of complete, 
all-round development. Without digress-
ing further, we may apply this to the sub-
ject under discussion. The ideal of a Uni-
versity training is to fit men to take the 
fullest possible part in the life of the com-
munity. For such a purpose as this the 
merely utilitarian aims of a science or en-
gineering course arc quite inadequate. We 
will not say that an Arts course in itself 
is sufficient for the purpose, but our con-
tention is that it provides the essential 
basis on which a practical realisation of the 
ideal may be built up. We are here ex-
pressing only one side of the question, and 
though we would not be thought unjust to 
the other side, we are compelled by exigen-
cies of space, to pass it over in silence. But 
may we express thi;i hope that some engineer 
or scientist, sufficiently 'Concerned with the 
wellfare of his own genius, will pursue the 
discussion from his point of view. 
A. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd. 
VICE-REGAL OPTICIANS and INSTRUMENT MAKERS. 
We Understand the Requirements of a Student so therefo re can equip you with the 
best materials at most reasonable prices. 
MICROSCOPES 
BY 
Swift. Beck. Bausch & Lomb, 
and Watson < 
For Biological and 
Petrological work 
Dissecting Sets, Stains, 
and Other Sundries. 
MATHEMATICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
BY 
Harling & Stanley, 
London < 
INCLUDING 
Full Sets Beam Compasses, 
Slide Rules, etc. 
Liberal T erms to Students. 
Noto~!; L1cl~ess 189 & 191 George Street, Brisbane 
THE 
Brisbane Sports Depot 
-
H ave Large Fresh Stocks of all Sporting Material arriving by 
every Boat from England in 
Tennis, FootbaU, Cricket, Boxing, etc. 
ALL BRITISH MADE. 
We are ~xperts at Repairs to Tennis Racquets :~d Sporting Tools 
Only O ne Address 
<i!!!@? 
Phone 3203 
The Brisbane Sports Depot 
342 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 
r··u··················································································································································································u ................ ... 
JOHN HISLOP & SONS, ~~::~~Rs 
544 Queen St., Petrie s Bight, Brisbane. Telephone 205 
Like the British Lion 
we always roar 
duce success in 
effectively, 
all our 
and so pro-
undertakings. 
Napoleon said-" If you set out to take Vienna, take Vienna," 
And we say, if you set out to have Printing, have Printing. 
THERE is printing and printing. One kind, although it 
may repeat what you want lo say, does it in such a slip-
shod manne:· as to be a positive injury instead cf a benefit 
The other kind shows the touch of the master, and in ilself 
draws the atlention of the unsympathetic public to your 
otherwise dry and selfish announcement. Again, the first-
mentioned costs you perhaps Twenty Shillings, and is worth 
r.othing. The latter may cost you Twenty-one and be worth 
Fifty. Think it over. A little careful consideration turns 
your Orders to the Prompt Printers-
The Carter .. Watson Co. 
65 Elizabeth Street (near George Street), Brisbane. 'Phone 1574 
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"There is a great and very satisfying 
pleasure in playing the Piano-
and you may have that pleasure." 
RARELY i' there more than one person in a hou8eholll 
who plays the piano. l'pon 
that one musician th<' entire 
fa'mily must <lepcud for their ap-
portionmettt of musi<', the 11·or!tl 's 
most exquisite art. ·1 f you arc 
one of that great number who 
truly lo1·e musi<', yet ha1·c been 
for-ced to stifle their 011·n m11'il'al 
iuclinatiou< a11<l to be content 
'vith listening to music 1Yhich is 
prodlH'ecl by others, then YOF 
will appreciate the 1>0n<ler of the 
Playet·-Piano - the instrument 
which giYes you a musician':; 
skill, enables YOl' to play beautifully an<l 
a'rtistirally. The Pianola Company has 
proclucecl tt Player-Piano of high quality 
and clistincti1·e musical capabalities,. "·hich •. ,_ 
may be pur·chasecl at a very rea·sonable ., 
price and upon terms that are within thereach of all. 'rhis instrnment is the 
Stroud Pianola Piano 
Price from £126 Delivered to your Home} £ 1 Q for a Down Payment of 
BALANCE IN EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS. 
The Stroud . Pianola-Piano is a represen-
ta'tiye proc1uct of the great •Pianola Organ-
isation. It ·is mallc in the finest player-
piauo factories in the worlcl. It is clesignecl 
ancl constructed by the greatest coTps of 
1 nstrnrnents of equal musical ·value, you 
~:ill find elsewhere priced a't £130 or more. 
We i1n"i te you t o come to J>ianola Hall to 
har an<l try the Stroud lPianola-J>iano. 
:\k 
:7jt 
player ,an<l piano experts in the music in- Fersonal observation cannot fail to clis-
clustry. ro,-er its superiCJrity. 
Only a limited number of Stroud Pia'nola Pmnos from the last shipment. If you wish one of these 
instruments for immediate delivery you are advised to call as early as possible. 
Your present Piano taken in Exchange. 
THE PIANOLA COMPANY 
" The Largest Manufacturers of Musical Instruments in the World," including the 
Famous New Gramophone "THE .EOLIAN-VOCALION " 
436-438 QUEEN STREET (opposite Customs House), BRISBANE 
WE ARE OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS. 
I 
SWIFT LIMITED 
Manufacturing Watchmakers, Jewellers and Silversmiths 
Valley Corner BRISBANE 
"Tide and Time Wait for 
No Man." 
But we are Waiting for your 
Order for a Timepiece. We 
Stock a F ull Assortment of 
English Levers, including-
Pretty Dress Ring, r8 et., Three Pure White 
Diamonds, Price £4/10 ; other designs from 
30/- to £25 
Our Own factory 
in which skilled workmen 
only a re employed, enab es 
us to give you exceptional 
value in Repair Work. 
ROTHERHAMS, 
also .. 
~LGINS and 
WALTHAMS. 
Special Va!ue-15 et. Pearl and Olivine Set-
ting.>. Price £2 /15 
Allow us to Mail yon out 
lllustrated Catalogue. 
Goods Right 
P rices Right 
Fountain Pens, also Stylo's, from Best Makers. Prices from 5 1- to 301· ; Gold and Silver Mounts. 
The Problem-How to Dress Well at a Reasonable Cost 
The Solution-
Men 's Sma1't N eglige Shirts in all the 
latest styles and materials, light or dark 
patterns, H to 18-2/11, 3/ 11, 4/ 11, 5/6. 
Plain b'ast W ashiug 1Silkale11e Shirts, 
j ust like silk in appeaTance, in shades of 
Grey, Blue, cr·eam, and White. Obtainable 
only at Allan & Stark's, 4/ 6 each. 
Every Slh:irt guaranteed to give you en-
tire satisfa0tion. 
Smart Tourist 8hirh1, soH Double Cuffa, 
Poplins, Zephyrs or Cambrics, 8triped or 
plain-2/ 11, 3n1, 4/11. 
l\Ien's Sac Suits, Tail0r ,jlade, /Ffrst 
Class workmanship throughout in a wide 
range of Tweed Suitings, Plain Greys and 
Browns and Pencil Stripes. Also a fow 
Specials in Single Suit lengths, 'Sports 
rrweecl, Winter weights in Heather Mix-
tures and stripe effects-63/-. 
Allan & Stark Limited 
QUEEN· STREET. BRISBANE. 
A Business Decalogue 
I. Thou shalt not wait for something to turn up, but thou 
shalt pull off thy coat a,nd go to work, and thou mayest. 
prnsper in thy affairs. 
II. Thou shalt not be content to go abo.ut thy busine.sa 
looking like a loafer, for thou shouldest know 1hy personal 
appearance is better than a letter of recommendation. 
III. Thou shalt not try to make excuses, nor shalt thou 
say to those who chide thee, "I didn't think.'' 
IV. Thou shalt not wait to be told what thou shalt do, 
nor in what manner thou shalt do it, for thus may the ldays 
be long in the job which fortune hath given thee. 
V. Thou shalt not fail to maintain thine own integrity, 
nor shalt thou be guilty of anything that will lessen the 
good respect for thyself. 
VI. Thou shalt not covet the other fellow's job nor 
his salary, nor the position that he hath gained by his 
own hard labor. ' i 
VII. Thou shalt not fail to live within thy income., nor 
shalt thou contract any debts when thou can~t not see 
the way clear to pay them. 
VIII. Thou shalt not be aJraid to blow thine own horn, 
for he who so "faileth to blow his own horn at the tproper 
occasion findeth nobody standing ready to blow it for him. 
IX. Thou shalt not hesitate to say "No," nor shalt thou 
fail to remember that there are times when it is unsafe 
to bind thyself to hasty judgment. · 
X. Thou shalt give every man Q. square deal. This is 
the last great commandment, and there is no other like 
it. Upon this commandment hangs all the law and pro:ti.ta 
of the business world of the Carter-Watson Co. Elizabeth 
St.reet, near George Street. 
Printers and Stationers 
.. 

C. A. SPURGIN 
' H~itdresser and Tobacconist, 
No't~New . Address: Queen. Street, .Brisbane, opp. G.~.O. 
2 doors lower down from old premises next ,;.Daily MaiL". 
Most Up-to-date and Best Equipped Salo<>n i11 Australia • . 
12 First-class Hairdressers Employed 12 
Electrical and Hand Massage. VapouriZing. 
Beard Trimming. Shaving, etc. 
ii ii 
. Large Stocks of Smokers' Requisites. 
Everything 'First,..C)ass. 
T eleplmne 979 
Cleanliness and Personal Attention. 
Look for the name SPURGIN. 
· smith-Premie~ ·~· ~J 
-- - . . . - . - . - . . . . . ~ .. _ - - " 
The . World's Best Typewriter. 
A perte~l combination of Visibility, Durability, and Simplicity. 
500.000 in DAILY USE. :3.00Q IN QUEENSLAND. 
Grand Prix, Brussels Exposition, 1910. Grand_ Prix, Pari~ I~ . . 
Rebuilt. T ypewrilers frorri ."£5 . 
Upwards. Each Machi e carries our written guarantee. 
Australian Typewriter Supplies Company 
. . . 
333 Queen Street, eX'actly opp. New Zealand Insurance Buildings. 
